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I. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this document is to report on the results of design
analyses and to depict the status of the attained design maturity of the structural
elements of the nozzle jacket and various aspects of the coolant passages.
I contrast with the work previously accomplished (whereby the design fea-
sibility using very conservative design allowables of ARMCO 22-13-5 has been
established), these design analyses related to the nozzle shell were based on
more realistic design allowables as supported by cursory values obtained from
ARMCO 22-13-5 nozzle forgings.
In regards to the CRES 347 coolant passages the major aspects under
consideration were:
1. Low cycle thermal fatigue
2. Ability to operate at 4500°R gas temperature
3. Tube buckling
4. Susceptibility to erosion
The'design maturity attained of these, and other more conventional failure
mechanisms, is displayed in the following section via Reliability Summary Table.
The scope of analyses contained in this document is limited to processes
leading to reliability assessments of failure mechanisms within Failure Modes
Analyses Section VII (Containment and Delivery of the Coolant Flow) and Section
VIII (Containment of the Hot Gas).
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II. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A. SUMMARY
1. Structural and Reliability Analyses of the Nozzle Jacket
and the Nozzle/Pressure Vessel Joint
The basis used for both the structural and reliability analyses
were ARMCO 22-13-5 material properties shown in Figure 1. Assuming that the
statistically arrived at design values will support the reflected cursory data,
with one exception all elements of the nozzle reinforcing jacket, nozzle to
pressure vessel mating flange and all manifolds made from ARMCO 22-13-5 will meet
or exceed the reliability requirements.
Theone exception noted is the barrel portion of the core
support where it would appear that a thickness greater than 0.6 in. may be required.
By the same token, it appears that the very high reliability
in the nozzle flange (lands between bolt holes and shear lip) permits a reduction
of the flange thickness.
It is expected that some vernier design adjustment will be
required upon availability of statistical data. However, the generally very
satisfactory design status, as reflected in Table I, does not warrant a design
modification at this time.
The more realistic design values used in the analyses result
in-300 lb. weight reduction of the nozzle. Such reduction permits the construction
within the allocated weight of 1650 lbs.
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TABLE I
RELIABILITY SUMMARY
FINAL 75K NERVA NOZZLE RELIABILITY CALCULATIONS
ARMCO 22-13-5, 2.0 INCH FLANGE: CRES 347 TUBES
MARGIN OF CALCULATED RELIABILITY FAILURE
FMA VII COOLANT PASSAGES SAFETY RELIABILITY ALLOCATION CATEGORY
A. Inlet Manifold .186 .91647 .910 88  IV
B. Inlet Elbow 2.97 .91888 .910 88  IV
C. Elbow Weld .82 .91589 .91088  IV
D. Tube Erosion .26 .9967 .9689 III
E. Tube Rupture .26 .91158 .91088 IV
F. Tube Buckling .16 .978 .9689 III
G. Tube Fatigue .988 .9689 III
.8 8 6
H. Coolant Manifold 9.2 .923 .91088 IV
I. End Cap 3.0 *.9179 .910o88  IV
J. End Cap Braze (to tube) .91088* .91088 IV
K. End Cap Weld (to jacket) *.911 .91088 IV
L. Bolt Seal Leak Calculations not complete
M. Jacket Rupture (Aft End) 1.46 .9178 .91088 IV
N. Tube Braze Joints .91088** .91088 IV
0. Inlet Manifold Weld .80 .91571 .91088 IV
P. Nozzle/P.V. Seal Leak Calculations not complete
Q. Bolt Coolant Manifold Weld 3.08 .923 .91088 iV
NOZZLE FORMS AFT CLOSURE FOR
FMA VIII P.V. AND SUPPORTS CORE
A. Lands between Bolt Holes .80 *.920 .9108 IV
B. Shear Lip .58 .917 .910 IV
C. Nozzle P.V. Bolts***
Leakage (Flange Separation) - .976 .97 III
Structural .01 .9115 .9108 IV
D. Jacket Membrane (Hoop Stress) .36 .9115 .9108 IV
(Meridional) .56 .9184 .9108 IV
E. Core Support .37 .9863 .9108 IV
*Assumes 30% engagement.
**Assumes 20% engagement.
***Nozzle P/PV bolt calculations cover one bolt only. Effect of bolt coolant channel blockage, kiinsert
failure, and the effect of 2 adjacent bolts or kiinserts failing was not calculated at the time of
publication of this document.
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2. Structural and Reliability Analyses of the Coolant Passage
The degree of completeness of analytical work accomplished is
reflected in Table 1. The Table reveals that at the time of termination of the
NERVA Engine Program only the performance with respect to leakage of the "K" seal
under the bolt heads and the "Omega" seal outside of the bolt circle remain
unanalyzed. All other aspects of the coolant passage were analyzed and with
respect to all other failure mechanisms the entire coolant passage system was
found to have met or exceeded the reliability requirements.
a. Coolant Channel Attachment to the Nozzle Shell
Although Table I, Item VII N shows that the allocated
reliability of braze joint between the coolant channels and the jacket can be met
with as little as 20% engagement---this assumes that a suitable positive inspection
method of channels' insertion into jacket grooves would be implemented. To eli-
minate the dependency on the validity and thoroughness of inspection, an alternate
means of coolant channel insertion and attachment has been conceived. The
necessity of spot welding and monitoring the depth of channels' insertion has been
eliminated and mechanical lock is proposed instead.
The new method is described in detail in the "Discussion"
Section III.
b. Coolant Channel Low Cycle Thermal Fatigue
Within the constraints of available data, the previous
assumption that under "Hold Conditions" 30% degradation in "No-Hold" cycling life
can be expected was overly pessimistic---though acceptable from reliability point
of view.
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Data indicates that no degradation will be experienced
with CRES 347 Coolant Channels and that the required reliability for this
mechanism of .969 can easily be met. Although 25% increase in strain will take
place at wall temperature of 1600°F as the result of 4500°R gas temperature,
no change in cycling life with respect to a lower strain with 1400°F wall tem-
perature at 4250°R plenum temperature is expected.
c. Coolant Channel Erosion
A high reliability, considerably in excess of allocated
requirement, for this failure mechanism was obtained.
Consideration was given to absence of oxidizing or car-
burizing atmosphere. Incipient (lower limit) erosion was postulated to take
place at 1950°F with 2025°F temperature representing a mean. Within this assump-
tion, operation at 4500°R and resulting coolant channel wall temperature at
maximum heat flux point erosion is considered as not credible mechanism of failure.
The target reliability can be met even if the mean and incipient erosion temper-
atures were 2000°F and 1850°F respectively.
d. Coolant Channel Buckling
Using NAR experimental data and assuming 300°R uncertainty
in the reactor exit gas temperatures of 4250°R and 4500°R respectively, the
allocated reliability can be met.
The items referred to above were called to the reader's
attention because they were subject to more complex considerations and in the past
certain difficulties were encountered in meeting the reliability goals.
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Improvements in methodology or elimination of certain
unduly conservative assumptions from analytical processes resulted in meeting
the reliability targets. For detailed analyses related to these and other
more conventional failure mechanisms listed in Table I, the reader is referred
to appropriate appendices.
B. CONCLUSIONS
1. Using the design values of ARMCO 22-13-5 as shown in Figure 1,
the nozzle shell can be constructed within the allocated weight of 1650 lbs,
and the allocated reliability can be met.
2. Reliability targets for all failure mechanisms of the coolant
passages can be met.
3. Operating the nozzle at 4500°R gas temperature at 75,000 lb
thrust level (442 psia Pc) does not induce limitations with respect to cyclingc
life, duration or susceptibility to erosion and buckling.
4. It has been demonstrated analytically that within the analyses
performed no credible failure modes and mechanisms exist and therefore with no
structural failures, no external or internal loss of propellant, the nozzle per-
formance requirement with respect to thrust and specific impulse will also be met.
III. TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
A. BACKGROUND
1. ARMCO 22-13-5 Nozzle Shell
The analytical work (thermal, stress and reliability analyses)
conducted heretofore was of preliminary nature with a primary objective to demon-
strate the design feasibility. Such work was based on very conservative assumptions
regarding the design allowables. In addition, in order to satisfy the Margin of
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Safety as defined in SNSO-C-1, it was imperative to perform all related thermal
and stress analyses based on specification extreme values of design and opera-
tional parameters. While this approach is consistent with SNSO-C-1, with respect
to the Margins of Safety, it is not consistent with procedures governing the
determination of reliability where the mean values of strength/stress relation-
ship and their variances are involved. Nevertheless, in order to assess the
magnitude of various design problems, with thermal and stress analyses for mean
operating conditions not available at the time, reliability calculations were
based on specification extreme values. Thus not surprizingly, while it was
demonstrated that the desired reliability level was attainable in most cases,
the excessive conservatism reflected in the assumed material allowables and in
the procedures used resulted in an excess weight penalty of approximately 350 lbs.
The subsequent sections of this report address themselves to
design refinements based on the latest material properties available and a more
realistic design approach.
2. CRES 347 Coolant Channels
In the past design inadequacies or analytical deficiencies in several
failure mechanisms of the coolant channels were found to exist. Some of the
deficiencies reflected the lack of data while others required only some refine-
ments in analytical processes. These items which required refinements or updating
of the design maturity are identified below.
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a. Coolant Channel Attachment to the Nozzle Shell
A need for an improved and more positive means of
attachment of the CRES 347 "U" shaped coolant channels in the grooves of the
ARMCO shell became apparent during the brazeability study of the two materials.
A proposed alternate method is given further in the text.
b. Coolant Channel Low Thermal Fatigue
Previous analyses based on purely cycling but "no-hold"
data, necessitated certain assumptions related to hold effect. Cursory data
under 10 minutes hold conditions at few selected points of interest eliminates
such previous assumptions. An updated status on the fatigue phenomenon of the
CRES 347 material is enclosed.
c. Coolant Channel Erosion
An erroneous approach to assessment of susceptibility
to erosion of the coolant channels under NERVA operating conditions led to a
disturbingly low reliability of .7xx. A new rational with a revised calculated
reliability is provided.
d. Coolant Channel Buckling
The possibility of coolant channel buckling in cylindrical
section of the nozzle has been previously recognized.
A solution designed to preclude such possibility, backed
up by experimental data generated for this purpose, has been disclosed on previous
occasions and is reflected in various drawings within this report. The aspects
of reliability herein recorded has not been documented before.
The contents of the subsequent sections provide information on how the
reliability requirements as listed in the Summary (Table I) have been attained.
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B. DESIGN DESCRIPTION
ANSC nozzle master layout 1138000D depicts nozzle design subject
to all analyses contained in this document.
No changes were made in the basic concept consisting of a flat
face nozzle to pressure vessel joint, ARMCO 22-13-5 nozzle jacket material, CRES
347 coolant channels brazed to the nozzle jacket after preplacing and attaching
the "U"-shaped channels by the splot welding technique. However, there were
refinements made to the structural members of the assembly as described below.
1. Nozzle Jacket and Pressure Vessel Mating Flange
a. Cylindrical (Barrel) Section of the Nozzle
No changes were made to.the barrel section. 0.6 inch
thickness was retained. It is conceivable that statistical material properties
will justify retention of this thickness. Should this not be the case, a minor
adjustment probably not exceeding 0.050 inch addition or reduction of the thick-
ness may be required. The design shown represents an optimum within + 10%.
The reader will find additional dissertion on this subject
in the Reliability Section.
b. Pressure Vessel Mating Flange
A flat face---surface plane interfacing with the pressure
vessel normal to the nozzle axis---has been retained because it constitutes the
only arrangement which provides accessibility through the bolt holes for mechani-
cal attachment to the nuclear subsystem.
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The ARMCO 22-13-5 material properties as shown in
Section I, Figure 1, permitted reduction of the flange thickness from 2.4 in.,
thought to be required during feasibility analyses phase, to 2.0 inches.
Although the reliability assessment shown in Section I,
Table I, Item VIII A and B indicates that further reduction of thickness should
be considered, such refinement can best be accomplished upon availability of
statistically generated design values.
The drawing showing the method of flange and bolt cooling
reflects two tiers of coolant passages through the flange. Two tiers were found
to be required in order to benefit from the significant increase in the ARMCO
22-13-5 strength resulting from lowering the flange temperature achieved by the
increase in cooling effectiveness.
Detail "L" of the layout drawing reveals that a groove
inward of each bolt hole has been introduced. The purpose of this modification
was to eliminate the possibility of flow stagnation in the annulus around the
bolt in the vicinity of the pressure vessel interface.
The system as discussed above was analyzed by the thermal,
stress and reliability disciplines, and as the Reliability Summary Table shows,
the results obtained are fully satisfactory.
c. Nozzle Jacket
(1) Pressure Vessel Mating Flange Vicinity
The thickness of the jacket, at its maximum cross-section
at the point of tangency with the curvature of the flange segment was reduced from
0.88 inches to 0.66 inches and linearly reduced further to 0.312 inches at the
nozzle throat. This reduction was achieved through use of the more realistic ARMCO
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showing the dependence of the jacket wall temperature on its thickness where:
T2  External Surface Temperature
T1  Coolant Side Wall Temperature





Internal Heat Generation Rates, BTU/In3-sec
Heat Flux, BTU/in2-sec
2
Coolant Side Heat Transfer Coefficient, BTU/in2-sec-°R f(TB, T1 w)
: Jacket Thickness (inches)
= Thermal Conductivity, BTU/in/in2-sec-°F
- Thermal Conductivity, BTU/in/in _sec-0
Here again, reliability in excess of the allocated value was achieved. A reduction
of jacket thickness should be considered in light of statistical values of material
allowables when available.
It can be concluded that the design generated for the ARMCO
22-13-5 structural member of the nozzle constitutes a near optimum configuration.
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d. Convergent Section
The balance of the convergent section, inclusive of the
throat area is not nearly as highly stressed as the location discussed in the
preceding paragraph. The chamber pressure through conversion into kinetic energy
decays at the throat to 230 psia (static) level. Thus, it is immediately obvious
that the hoop stress in the throat area, a = PR , is negligible compared with the
t'
location of maximum pressure and maximum radius. The adequacy of 0.312 in.
jacket thickness tentatively selected for the throat area should be examined
in the future in light of dynamic stability of the flight vehicle and ground
test assembly dynamic studies when such analyses become available. Any corrective
steps that may be necessary are very easily accomplished by adding to or subtracting
from the jacket exterior without disturbing any other aspects of the nozzle design.
Thus subject to verification in the future, the design in the vicinity of the
nozzle throat is considerably satisfactory.
e. Divergent Section
The design of the divergent section of the jacket was
generated by considering this segment primarily as part of the coolant passage
design. The gas pressure in the nozzle interior at the interface with the nozzle
extension (area ratio 24:1) decays to 2.3 psia and any thickness would adequately
contain the flow. However, the jacket also forms a back side closure to the
U-shaped coolant channels containing flow at 1375 psia (max). It has been
established that a thickness 0.075 inches, as shown in the Detail "C", would
more than satisfy the reliability requirements (.917 was obtained as shown in
the Reliability Summary Table I, Item VII M). While it would appear that there
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is considerable room for weight reduction, aside from locking the statistical
values of material properties, consideration of fabricability and reproduci-
bility of tolerable variances from unit to unit generates a reluctance to
recommend a thinner shell. The transition of the jacket thickness from 0.312
inches at the throat to the geometry at the aft end is depicted in Details "B",
"C", "D" and "E".
f. Nozzle Aft Flange
The design shown on the attached drawing should be considered
as conceptual. Although, thermal analyses have been performed, any-work expended
in this area, in terms of maturity can only be classified as preliminary. Finali-
zation depends totally on the selection of the design of the mating nozzle exten-
sion flange which itself is subject to extensive analyses and development---yet
to be performed. The aft flange itself is not subjected to loads of concern to the
designer. The problem is to minimize the influence of the flange on the mating
component of the nozzle extension. Thus, the design status (although satisfactory
for ground or development flight testing without the nozzle extension) must be
considered as preliminary.
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2. Coolant Channels
a. Description
Geometries of the coolant channel at various axial
locations, along with the dimensional definitions and computed flow areas,are
given in attached Drawing 1138000D.
In order to avoid bifurcating (2 for 1 splice) shown
in Figure 2, Option A and yet maintain structurally adequate design, a variable
coolant channel thickness was adopted. At the coolant inlet at nozzle Ae/At
= 24:1, the primary consideration in selecting the wall thickness was tube
rupture caused by 1375 psi (maximum) differential pressure across the wall. It
was established that at this location, a wall thickness of 0.028 inch is required.
At the nozzle throat region where the probability of rupture in hoop is small
compared with the coolant entrance region, the governing failure mechanisms
were low cycle fatigue and tube crown temperature. Among the two, it was the
heat transfer aspect that was found to dictate that a wall thickness of 0.013 +
0.005 inch should be incorporated. In the cylindrical portion of the nozzle,
the consideration of buckling led to the selection of 0.022 in. wall thickness.
Between the three key locations, the wall thickness was varied linearly.
The desired wall temperature profile is governed by heat
transfer coefficients, both coolant and hot gas side. However, once the optimum
performance nozzle contour has been selected, the designer cannot exercise any
control of the hot gas side heat transfer coefficient.
NOZZLE ASSEMBLY DESIGN STATUS REVIEW
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The coolant side heat transfer coefficient on the other
hand can be controlled within limitations of the available pressure drop and
provided that a coolant Mach No. of 0.3 has not been exceeded. While the
physical and transport properties cannot be engineered, the coolant velocity
can. The control over the coolant velocity in the NERVA nozzle is reflected
by making the legs of the U shaped channel a variable design parameter selected
to suit the need. Accordingly, the terminals (entrance and exit locations)
have zero leg height (except 0.100 in. provided for insertion into the jacket
groove) and a maximum leg height can be found in throat region.
b. Method of Coolant Channel Attachment to the Nozzle Jacket
(1) Current Method
The process of coolant channel installation used to
arrive at the nozzle assembly shown in Drawing No. 1138000D entails making 212
grooves in the interior side of the nozzle jacket. These grooves are 0.090-0.100
inch deep and 0.071-0.073 inch wide over the entire length. The coolant channels
conforming to the nozzle contour are installed one at a time in grooves as illus-
trated in Figure 2, Option B. Only one leg of each tube is attached to the side
of the groove by spot welding technique. The last tube installed (until the first
brazing cycle) is held in place by friction produced by a shim driven into the
space between each two adjacent legs. Gold alloy foil preplaced prior to coolant
channel insertion provides the necessary brazing material.
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Although the fabrication history of the NERVA
Technology nozzles has proven the process to be fully satisfactory, a tube
to shell braze joint failure, experienced during the ARMCO 22-13-5 to CRES 347
brazing compatibility studies, raised some questions regarding the reproducibility
and reliability of the practices used. One of the test assemblies made failed
at the joint at 3400 psi pressure. Sectioning of the specimen for post-failure
analysis has shown that:
1. One leg of one tube of the assembly had only
0.020 inch of engagement with the jacket.
2. Improper insertion is possible and not readily
detectable.
3. Spot welding technique may be less reliable
than heretofore believed.
There is no quality assurance evidence that either
Item 1 or 2 were the cause of failure. The most plausible failure mechanism was
bowing of the channel between two spot weldments during the first brazing cycle.
The relatively low mass ofthe coolant channel compared with the 48 inch long,
6 inch wide and 0.6 inch thick flat plate results in the plate temperature lagging
the channel temperature. The attendent higher rate of the coolant channel expansion
has likely been the cause of the tube leg to rise in the groove.
The likelihood of such occurrence in the nozzle during
brazing is less, because of the bell shape configuration. The differential expan-
sion of the two members probably would produce a strain in the channel rather than
separation. In the cylindrical and convergent sections of the nozzle smaller in-
tervals between spot weldment are desired. Nevertheless the possibility of the
separation phenomenon cannot be ignored. Consequences of failure along with
minimum success criteria are given below.
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Reliability calculations included in this report
have shown that in order to satisfy the reliability requirement, a minimum
nozzle to jacket brazed engagement of 0.020 in. must be assured.
This indicates that not only a proper insertion
has to be assured, but also that a positive means of inspection for unbrazed
condition must be developed. Ultrasonic inspection was found both meaningful
and useful except in the region of transition from cylindrical to convergent
portion of the nozzle where the presence of the pressure vessel mating flange
produces no results.
Assuming that a better means of inspection could
be provided to ensure 0.020 inch minimum brazed engagement, other aspects would still
render this condition unacceptable. A coolant channel only partially inserted
would result in an increase in coolant flow area, thus reducing the coolant side
heat transfer coefficient. The attendent protrusion into the hot stream would
increase the hot gas side heat transfer coefficient. The respective changes
individually even more so collectively would cause an increase in the coolant
channel wall temperature voiding all reliability analyses related to this parameter.
From a heat transfer point of view insertion into 80%
of the groove depth with more frequent than the 6 inch spot welding (heretofore
used) intervals is required.
Thus either a more positive method of coolant channel
installation inspection (probably attainable) is necessary, or a better installa-
tion method needs to be devised. Any such new method must satisfy three objectives:
L. A. Shurley
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1. Reduce or eliminate the dependency on inspection
of proper coolant channel leg insertion.
2. Reduce or eliminate the dependency on inspection
coolant channel to groove wall brazed area or
presence of braze alloy.
3. Reduce or eliminate the possibility that a coolant
channel with one leg shorter by more than 0.020
inch than the other will be used.
A new method of coolant channel installation is
described below.
above, are depicted in
manufacturing steps up
(2) New Coolant Channel Installation Method
The processes that would satisfy the three requirements
Figure 3 through 6.
Figure 3 shows installation of the first channel. The
to this point are as follows:
1. Machine the jacket conventionally producing
constant width and constant depth grooves.
2. Use the cutter tool shown to produce the tapered
shape. The narrow smooth shank of the cutter is
piloted between parallel portions of the groove
already made to prevent lateral drift.
3. Preplace braze foil and wire---if desired. It
is believed that this brazing material is superflous
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4. Install channel by pushing downward. The
chamfer at the top of the groove guides the
tube legs. Use enough force to snap the
channel into place.
5. Use Step 4 to install the adjacent channel.
6. Insert shim with foil around it (this braze
foil is essential and cannot be eliminated)
to fill the gap and force the legs against
the groove wall as shown in Figure 4.
During installation the channel can be removed---if
required---by prying the tube out and starting at either end. The tapered shape
will facilitate removal.
Figure 5 and 6 depict essentially the same concept
and process sequence. It is envisioned, however, that preforming the braze foil
and installing it would be more difficult and more costly. Channel removal for
replacement would be quite difficult.
In either model a danger exists that during tube
installation the preplaced foil would be damaged. It is recommended to delete
it from the process.
Advantages gained: If the channel legs are not fully
inserted the shim will not go in. But once installed and shimmed, the channels
are mechanically locked and separation of the two members is not possible in
handling or brazing. If preplaced braze foil is used it will be of no consequence
how much braze area was effectively achieved.
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The method requires no special inspection techniques
other than standard dimensional inspection. The only criteria is the ability
to drive the shim in.
Elimination of the preplaced foil and wire may
offset the cost of additional machining.
C. ANALYSES
The results of analyses performed by each of the supporting
disciplines are given in each of the respective Appendices and will not be repeated
here. Only highlights and some clarifying aspects will be brought to the reader's
attention in order to provide a better understanding of the degree of the complete-
ness of analytical and design maturities attained.
1. Material Properties
Until cursory data on forged ARMCO 22-13-5 strength become
available, it was assumed that such properties would be significantly below the
material strength obtained from rolled plate. Accordingly, the minimum design
allowables were assumed to be no higher than those of Hastelloy X.
Either assumption turned out to be overly pessimistic. Test
specimens obtained from ARMCO close die forgings (3 units) showed no reduction in
either ultimate or yield strength with respect to rolled plate room temperature
data.
It was thus assumed that the more extensive rolled plate average
values data is representative over the temperature range shown in the Summary,
Figure 1. 20% of the average values was discounted to establish the minimum
design limit.
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2. Nuclear Heating and Thermal Analyses
The effect of internal heat generation in the coolant channel
walls were not calculated. Such effects, however, are known to be low enough
to be ignored. The nozzle jacket was analyzed using both the maximum (spec
extreme) and nominal values. The results of thermal analyses based on the two
sets of values are shown in Figure 7 and 8 respectively. It can be seen that in
most areas the isotherms are about 100°R lower for nominal gamma heating values,
except just underneath the flange where a difference of as much as 400°R is observed.
Thermal analyses to the coolant channels reflect no more than
steady state conditions at normal, malfunction, throttling modes at the start and
end of life. Normal mode at the end of life was found to produce maximum severity.
In addition, study of variance influence and sensitivity was
initiated.
Table II represents the first attempt to provide a statistical
analysis of temperature data for use in analysis of coolant passage reliability
(FMA VII). The data was not used in the reliability calculations reported in
Appendix because it was not available at the time the reliability calculations
were conducted.
The temperature values used for the analysis were based on
specification extreme conditions, however, the difference is relatively minor.
The tube wall temperature (Tw ) at the max flux point is 1471°F for specificationwg
extreme conditions and 1452°F for nominal conditions. The corresponding temper-
atures in the barrel section are 1060°F and 1041°F. A reduction in temperature
of 20° would have very little effect on material strength, however, it is recom-
mended that future calculations use the sensitivity analysis method to provide
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TABLE II
AP AND ATB SENSITIVITY - PRELIMINARY
USING 25104 NOZZLE HEAT TRANSFER PROGRAM
RUN NUMBER
NOM
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time required is negligible, and it provides an accurate estimate of temperature
variation due to the independent Jesign/operations variables.
The E25104 program was revised by J. J. Williams prior to
contract termination, and renamed E25107. The new program corrected some minor
problems, and was to be used for calculation of the temperature mean and varia-
tion for use in the reliability analysis of the coolant passage.
The following is a description of the meaning of each column
heading.
Column
1. Computer run number.
2. The independent parameter being varied.
3. Na is the number of standard deviations the parameter listed
in Column 2 was increased.
4. (No) x (A Parameter) is the actual value by which the parameter
in Column 2 was increased.
5. Twg is the calculated gas side tube wall temperature at the
area ratio of 24:1 using nominal values for all the independent
parameters except the one listed in Column 2.
6. Twg (max flux). Same as above except this value of Twg is cal-
culated at the point of maximum thermal flux (located just
above the throat).
7. AP is the change in coolant pressure between the nozzle inlet
and outlet. These values of AP are calculated using nominal
values for all the independent parameters except the one listed
in Column 2.
MAP8. 2 para is the change in the AP across the nozzle produced by
varying the independent parameter shown in Column 2 while holding
all others constant.
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9. TB is change in coolant bulk temperature between nozzle
inlet and pressure vessel plenum.
10. aTB is the increase or decrease in coolant bulk temperature
2 para
caused by the variation in the parameter listed in Column 2,
with all other independent parameters held constant.
11. - Twg is gas side tube wall temperature in the nozzle barrel
section at area ratio of -14.12:1.
12. This column lists the nominal value of the parameter shown in
Column 2.
A comment is in order relative to the thermal analyses included
in Appendix C. Reader will note that the analyses performed to determine the
temperature gradient from the coolant channel crown to the cylindrical portion
of the nozzle jacket minimum internal heat generation rates were used. This was
done deliberately (not as a result of analyst's error) to generate minimum tem-
perature in the tube crown (300°R were added) so as to generate a maximum gradient
which constitutes a more severe environment. Such information was desired and
was used for computing variances from mean values in the Reliability calculations,
Appendix F, of the coolant channels with respect to buckling failure mechanism.
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3. Stress Analysis
Analyses related to the nozzle jacket reflect primarily refine-
ments and calculations related to new ARMCO 22-13-5 material properties. The cool-
ant channel analyses contain only new aspects, predominantly determination of
strain and low cycle fatigue under hold conditions, inclusive of operation at
wall temperature of 1600°F (throat region) resulting from 4500°R gas temperature.
Conventional failure mechanisms such as tube rupture were analyzed and certified as
not credible in the prior contract year. The most significant contribution to
this document manifests itself in documented methodology developed and used.
4. Reliability Analyses
The basis for the analyses included in Appendices E and F were
all thermal and stress calculations completed to date and inclusive of information
provided in Appendices A through D. Not all failure modes and the mechanism con-
tained therein were analyzed. From the contents of the FMA document given below
L. A. Shurley
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I. Physical Description
II. Functions' Description
III. Functional Failure Cause and Effect Summary
IV. Failure to Produce the Required Thrust and I
V. Failure to Generate the Required Temperature Rise through the
- Nozzle
VI, Failure to Generate the Specified Pressure Drop through the Nozzle
VII. Failure to Transport Propellant Through the Nozzle Coolant Circuit
VIII. Failure to Close the Aft End of the Pressure Vessel or Support
the NSS (Contain the Hot Gas)
IX, Failure to Provide for Diagnostic and Engine Control Instrumentation
only Items VII and VIII were here documented.
Relative to Item IV, the attained reliability with respect to
hot gas and coolant channel containment (Sections VII and VIII) and previously
reported 97.7% theoretical performance,meeting the requirement of specified thrust
and specific impulse is virtually assured.
Relative to Items V and VI, the parameter sensitivity analyses
have been just initiated (Table II). The influence of variances has not been
treated probabilistically, but these are not nearly as important (category of
Failure I or II at the most) as Items VII and VIII where category levels of III
and IV are involved.
Item IX, although important does not lend itself readily to
analytical treatment. Conformance to the requirements will be assured by inspection
with relatively little left to the control of the designer.
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Thus the analyses contained in the Appendices are limited to
the reliability assessments with respect to failure modes and mechanisms identi-
fied in FMA Sections VII and VIII respectively.
A good many of these calculations are quite conventional,
straight forward and self explanatory. However, there are few mechanisms of
special interest which are worthy of discussion provided below.
a. Coolant Channel Low Cycle Thermal Fatigue
Data related to this failure mechanism was obtained in
two phases. Phase I (less expensive), produced extensive information under
compression-compression cycling, but no hold conditions over temperature range
of 1000°F to 1600°F. Phase II (more expansive) provided few points under com-
pression-10 minutes hold cycling conditions at 1400°F and 1600°F. These two
temperatures were selected, because they represent maximum coolant channel
temperature resulting from 4250°R and 4500°R hot gas temperature respectively.
For clarity, only these two temperature regimes are
shown in Figure 9. The two lines of negative slopes relate mean cycling life
to induced strain. The solid horizontal lines at three different strain levels
indicate the spread of data under no-hold conditions. Few identified data
points under 10 minute hold time for the same strains were superimposed for 1400°F
and 1600°F temperatures. It can be seen that no degradation in cycling life is
evident. If anything a slight increase is indicated. Due to the fact that
they do not appear to cause an increase in variance, all data was pooled and
statistically (.99/.95) presented in Figure 10. Track has been kept however
of the small (not detrimental) differences between no-hold and hold conditions.
CRES 347 CYCLES TO FAILURE VS STRAIN
MEAN CURVES AND DATA SPREAD FOR NO HOLD TESTS
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For clarity,data from Figure 10 at selected strains of interest has been
cross plotted to produce Figure 11. This plot (statistical values) of
cycling life as function of temperature at strain levels determined to exist at
various engine operation modes was used to conduct the reliability calculation.
Appendix D, Table I, Page 7 provides calculated strains at the nozzle throat
region and the barrel sections at gas temperature of 4250°R and 4500°R. The
gas side wall temperatures in the barrel section as shown include 300°R uncer-
tainty in the gas temperature. Examination of the corresponding strain levels
and relating these to Figure 11 indicates that the coolant channels in the barrel
section possess (.99/.95) life approaching 400 cycles. In excess of 300 cycles,
life is exhibited by the channels at the throat at 4250°R gas temperature. The
strain calculations conducted and shown in Appendix D, page 7 indicate that a
maximum strain takes place not at the tube crown, but at the side, 55° away from
the crown.
At 4500°R the tube crown (1000°F and 0.021 strain) exhibits
approximately 340 cycles life. The side of the tube at maximum strain location
(1150°F and 0.0245 strain) exhibits about 200 cycles life. The calculated
reliability of °9764 indicates that operation at 4500°R is permissible with
respect to cycling life.
b. Coolant Channel Erosion
2Maximum heat flux of 21 Btu/in2-sec computed for the nozzle throat
2
region is well below burnout heat flux of approximately 30 Btu/in2-sec for hydrogen
cooled passages. Likewsie the design wall temperature of 1470°F constitutes a
comfortable margin with respect to 2100°F at which signs of incipient erosion have
been observed in the past. There are no strict scientific data on rocket nozzle
firings directly applicable to NERVA engine operations.
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Chemical propulsion system intrisically produce either oxidizing
or carburizing atmospheres either of which produces deleterious effects on CRES
347 at 1500°-1600°F range. Neither of these phenomena takes place in the NERVA
nozzle where only hot hydrogen is present.
Ignoring this difference in the past and examination of
several rocket systems history led to an assessment of reliability with respect
to erosion of 0.7.
Obviously this was not a realistic approach. A better
approach is to examine information available from NERVA Technology experience.
The difficulty here was that the program had no failures, except those few deli-
berately induced for the sake of science. To establish some analytical tools certain
assumptions as listed below had to be made.
(1) An average temperature for incipient erosion was
postualted to be 2025°F compared with 2100°F calculated from induced failure.
(2) A lower limit reflecting assumed data scatter and
analytical uncertainty was assumed to be 1950°F as supported by evidence that
with braze alloys with melting temperature of 1800°F gone, CRES 347 coolant
channels remained unaffected until 43% of coolant flow reduction was made.
Under the above assumptions a reliability of .9967 was
obtained compared with .9689 allocated for Category III failure.
The required reliability can be met even if:
(1) Coolant channel gas side wall temperature of 1600°F
was induced by 4500°R gas temperature.
(2) The lower limit and mean erosion temperature were 1850°F
and 2000°F respectively.
Within the above rational and assumptions the coolant channel
erosion does not appear-a;s.a credible failure mechanism.
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c. Coolant Channel Buckling
A report on the subject, based on experimentation was
published by North American Rockwell (Columbus, Ohio) which was used to guide
the design.
The buckling phenomenon is postulated to be restricted
to the cylindrical portion of the nozzle where the coolant channel radius to the
wall thickness ratio (R/t) and the temperature difference between the coolant
channel wall and the jacket (Twall - Tjacket) make such occurrence more likely
than in other locations of the assembly.
In order that success probability be not overestimated,
and to ensure that this failure mechanisms will not occur during the reactor
development phase, it was postulated that:
(1) Temperature stratification will produce some zones
where the reactor exit gas will take place.
(2) The stratification will produce some zones where
the gas temperature will exceed 4500°R by 300°R for To = 4800°R.
(3) That the 300°R excess will produce 300° increase in
the coolant channel wall.
The last assumption is a very conservative one in light of the fact that the ratio
of coolant side to gas side heat transfer coefficients in this region produces a
change in wall temperature equal to about 1/3 of the change in the gas temperature.
Thus an increase in wall temperature of only 100° should be attributed to gas
temperature stratification.
L. A. Shurley Page 46
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Nevertheless, within the assumptions made the required
reliability requirement of .9689 for failure Category III has been met.
In conclusion, with the exception of possible
adoptation of the new method of coolant channels' attachment, the reliability
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R. G. Ackerman, R. Il. Coppo, J. L. Pickering, K. Sato,
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(1) Steady State Temperatures for the NERVA Nozzle/Pressure
Vessel and Reflector Joint Number 1138000-D Using
Specification Extreme Values for Nuclear Heating Rates,
ANSC Report No. N8110OR:72-029, dated 15 February 1972
Attached hereto as Enclosure (1) is the thermal report on the steady
state, specification extreme, temperature distribution in the ARMCO 22-13-5
nozzle/pressure vessel and reflector joint number 1138000-D. This work was
conducted for Project 141, Work Statement 5e.
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STEADY STATE TEMPERATURES FOR THE NERVA
NOZZLE/PRESSURE VESSEL AND REFLECTOR
JOINT NUMBER 1138000-D USING SPECIFICATION
EXTREME VALUES FOR NUCLEAR HEATING RATES
I. INTRODUCTION
Thermal analyses were performed to determine the two-dimensional, maximum
expected, steady state temperature distribution in the ARMCO 22-13-5 nozzle/
pressure vessel and reflector joint for normal flight operating conditions. This
assembly is shown in Reference (a) and has the designation 1138000-D.
The analysis was conducted in compliance with Reference (b) and as re-
quested, tolerances were applied to the parameters so that maximum temperatures
were predicted for steady state, normal flight operating conditions. Results
of a prior analysis on a similar configuration are reported in Reference (c).
This report details all aspects of the current analyses.
II. SUMMARY
The nozzle/pressure vessel joint number 1138000-D was analyzed to deter-
mine steady state temperatures for normal flight conditions using values for
all thermal parameters adjusted to yield maximum temperatures.
Computed temperatures are shown in isotherm plot form. The maximum cal-
culated joint temperature is 478°F in the initial contraction section of the
nozzle. This is lower than the previously computed temperature of 722°F
(Reference (c)) for the nominal thickness configuration at the same location.
The principal reason for the decrease in maximum temperature is believed to be




The configuration analyzed is the pressure vessel/nozzle joint de-
scribed in Reference (a). The total bolt coolant flow was retained at 3 lb/sec
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for 108 bolts. As in Reference (c) there are 108 rectangular grooves (0.055
inches on a side) through which a total of 1 lb/sec of hydrogen could flow
through the annular gap between the inside of the pressure vessel and the nozzle
at the bolt surface. The purpose of this flow is to provide additional cooling
in the gap area. The dimension of 0.055 inches was selected because it resulted
in a dynamic pressure of 20 psi in the groove which is the approximate value
required to maintain an appropriate pressure drop through the flow passage.
B. MATERIAL PROPERTIES
Thermal conductivity and surface emissivity are the two material
properties required for a steady state thermal analysis of the nozzle/pressure
vessel joint.
In order that maximum temperatures would be predicted, tolerances
were applied to the thermal conductivity of both the aluminum and ARMCO and
the resulting utilized lower values are shown in Tables 1 and 2 of Reference (c).
Conductivities of the 7075-T73 aluminum and ARMCO 22-13-5 are also shown in
References (d) and (e).
The ANSC Materials Group had previously estimated (Reference (c))
a value for the surface emissivity of ARMCO 22-13-5 to be 0.20 and for the un-
coated 7075-T73 aluminum it was estimated to be 0.10. These values were used
for the current analysis. However as previously noted in Reference (c), the
emissivity of either material has a negligible effect on computed temperatures.
C. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
1. Convection
The nominal convection boundary conductions used for this
analysis are shown in Figure 1. The heat transfer coefficient distribution and
coolant temperature distribution along the inside surface of the nozzle were
taken from the results of "Normal End of Life" analysis 09SP015WLG. This re-
generatively cooled nozzle analysis is a revision of 09SP005 which was reported
in Reference (f). The heat transfer coefficients and fluid temperatures from
this analysis are shown in Figures 5 and 6 of Reference (c).
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Other convective heat transfer coefficients were calculated
from Equation (4) of Reference (g). This equation is:
0.8 04 -C
h 0.023 (kb/D) (NRE)b (N PR)b C1 (T /Tb) (1)
where C1  = 1.0 and C = 0.765 for Tw/Tb < 1.8
C1  = 0.7 and C2 = 0.20 for Tw/T > 1.8
D = characteristic dimension
k = thermal conductivity
h = heat transfer coefficient
NRE Reynolds number
NPR = Prandtl number
T = bulk fluid temperature (°R)b
T = wall temperature (°R)
w
and the subscript b refers to properties evaluated at bulk fluid temperature.
All fluid thermal properties were obtained from Reference (h) and are shown in
Table 4 of Reference (c).
On the surface of the pressure vessel near the threaded end of
the attachment bolts it was assumed that the entire plenum flow (approximately
76 lb/sec from the minimum flow rate listed in Enclosure (2) of Reference (i))
would be forced through a 3/4 inch wide gap to provide cooling. The resulting
heat transfer coefficient computed from Equation (1) was approximately 1000
2
Btu/hr/ft /°F. Again this value was multiplied by 0.8 and the resulting boundary
coefficient is shown in Figure 1. The heat transfer coefficient on the inside
pressure vessel wall at the face of the reflector inlet was assumed to be
210 Btu/hr/ft2 /°F to be consistent with the entire plenum flow through a 3-1/4
inch wide gap. The variation between the two locations was assumed to be linear.
The heat transfer coefficient along the outside diameter of





flow through a 2-1/2 inch wide gap. The temperature of the fluid in the plenum
(-252°F) was obtained from Reference (i).
In the bolt coolant flow passages it was necessary to compute
"average" two-dimensional temperatures that would account for the heat transfer
to the coolant. This was accomplished by computing the temperature that satis-
fied an energy balance in each of the two-dimensional annular segments which
were elements that included flow passages. A typical coolant flow element might
appear as shown in the following sketch:
- Coolant Passage -Element Boundary
/-/Coolant Passage
/ (1 of 108)
The energy balance used to determine
included coolant passages was:
where:
internal energy gain/loss in elements that
q= [qU V (T - T) hc Ac] Vtotal
A = coolant passage surface area contained in an axi-
c
symmetric annular element
h = heat transfer coefficient between element surface
c
and coolant (from Equation (1))
T = coolant temperature
C
T = element temperature
qe" = effective internal heat generation rate per unit
volume of element
(2)
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q = nuclear heating rate per unit volume of solid material
V = volume of solid material in each annular element
s
V = total volume in each annular elementtotal
The actual implementation of Equation (2) in the finite element
program that was used to solve for steady state temperatures was accomplished
in two steps. These were:
1. Specify a reduced nuclear heating rate because of the
channel volume
input = qn Vs /Vtotal
2. Specify a modified heat transfer coefficient along
boundaries of elements through which coolant channels pass so that the
heat transfer coefficient-surface area product is equal to h A . With
c c
the E12202 finite element code this is accomplished by using the fol-
lowing relationship to compute the input heat transfer coefficients:
hinpu t. along channel elements - h A /Ainput c c element
where A is the surface area of a single element internally usedelement
by the computer code.
Use of an energy balance to define temperatures in regions that
contain cooling passages result in values that are directly usable in two dimen-
sional stress analyses. It is not necessary to analyze several cross sections
and estimate the actual "average" temperatures appropriate for stress calcula-
tions. The procedure of analyzing several cross sections can result in the
prediction of unrealistic temperature discontinuities across cooling passages
whereas the current procedure permits energy transfer to occur. It is believed
that the only way to more accurately define the temperature field in these
regions is through the use of three-dimensional thermal analyses. However,
the current stress analyses are two-dimensional and the additional effort
J. J. Williams N8110R:72-029
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required to conduct a three-dimensional thermal analysis is not considered
justified until there is a more definite requirement for such detailed tempera-
tures.
2. Thermal Radiation
Thermal radiation was assumed to exist from all external
nozzle and pressure vessel surfaces to an environment temperature of -453°F.
As previously discussed, it was concluded from examination of temperature
profiles that no significant increase in computed temperatures would result from
neglecting thermal radiation because of the small amount of energy transfer by
this mode during steady state operation.
3. Other Boundary Conditions
Adiabatic surfaces were assumed to exist at the positions on
the thermal model corresponding to the ends of the pressure vessel and nozzle.
This assumption is justified because the heat flow is essentially one-dimensional
at these locations and there is negligible heat flow across the adiabatic sur-
faces. Subsequent analysis (not shown) indicated that temperatures in this area
are extremely sensitive to the assumed boundary temperatures and these are not
clearly defined in Reference (.j). Fortuitously, the influence of the holes
through which the coolant enters the plenum tends to thermally isolate this
area from the rest of the nozzle. For this reason, it was possible to make
the adiabatic surface assumption and correct temperatures at the interface zone
based on the most current best estimate of actual structure/nozzle interface
conditions.
D. NUCLEAR HEATING
All nuclear heating rates correspond to graphite core, specification
extreme conditions. They are tabulated in Table 5 of Reference (c).
E. RESULTS
All steady state, nominal condition temperatures were computed
using the finite element method described in Reference (k). Calculated tempera-
tures for each node point were punched on cards and transmitted to the Stress
Analysis Group.
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An isotherm plot of the computed temperatures is shown in Figure 7.
It can be seen from the tabulations of Table 1 and the plot of
Figure 10 that the maximum calculated joint temperature is 478°F in the initial
contraction section of the nozzle. This is lower than the previously computed
temperature of 722°F at the same location (Reference (c)). It will be seen
that the principal reason for the decrease in maximum temperature was the re-
duction in nominal wall thickness from 0.88 inches to 0.65 inches in the current
analysis.
IV. REFERENCES
(a) ANSC Drawing 1138000-D, "Nozzle to Pressure Vessel Joint"
(b) ANSC Memorandum N8500:M1433 to J. J. Williams from J. L. Watkins,
"Thermal Analysis of ARNCO 22-13-5 Nozzle/PV Joint With Upgraded Material
Properties", dated 2 December 1971
(c) ANSC Engineering Operations Report, "Steady State Thermal Analyses
of the NERVA Nozzle/Pressure Vessel and Reflector Joint", J. J. Williams,
28 September 1971
(d) ANSC Materials Data Release DRM 12.01, 7075-T73 Aluminum, dated
7 December 1970
(e) ANSC Materials Data Release DRM 38.02, Alloy 22-13-5, dated
30 August 1971
(f) ANSC Memorandum, N8110:M1709, to R. H. Coppo from J. J. Williams,
"Thermal Analysis of Nozzle Coolant Channels", dated 15 June 1971
(g) Williamson, K. D., Bartlit, J. R. and Thurston, R. S., "Studies
of Forced Convection Heat Transfer to Cryogenic Fluids", Preprint 38C, Presented
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Enclosure (1) is the steady state stress and joint compatibility study
in the ARMCO 22-13-5 Nozzie/Pressure Vessel Number 1138000-D.
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NERVA 75K NOZZLE/PRESSURE VESSEL JOINT
STRESS ANALYSIS DRAWING NO. 1138000-D
I. INTRODUCTION
This report presents the joint compatibility and stress analysis of the
nozzle/pressure vessel Concept 1138000-D. This concept differs from that used
in Report N8120R:71-005 as a result of replacing the two seal grooves at the
nozzle/pressure vessel interface with one seal groove (changing the radial
location of the shear lip and thus the pressure vessel configuration) and using
higher material allowables for ARICO 22-13-5 based on a more realistic assess-
ment of the material data. A geometrical and material comparison between the
two nozzle configuration relates
Dwg. No. 1139587 Dwg. No. 1138000-D
Rshear up = 24.727" Rhear lip = 24.350"
tha up 2.4a t=2.
flange = 2.4 tflange 2.0
nozzle shell .88 ozzle shell .65
(tangent loc.) (tangent loc.)
ARMCO 22-13-5 (Ref. 1) ARMCO 22-13-5 (Ref. 2)
F = 40500 psi F 47000 psi
~FTY TRT
A thermal sttess analysis was also performed using a pseudo steady state
operating condition. That is, tolerances were applied to thermal conductivities
and heat transfer coefficients so that maximum temperatures would be predicted
for steady state, normal flight operating condition. In addition, specification
extreme values were used for nuclear heating rates. As was stated, the tempera-
tures developed are assumed to be a maximum. However, this approach does not
necessarily give the maximum thermal gradients which dictates the magnitude of the
thermal stresses. The thermal stresses were developed using the temperatures and
J. L. Pickering N8120R:72-026
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are assumed to be a maximum condition, with consideration of the previous
statement.
II. SUMMARY/CONCLUSIONS
The results in the form of margin of safety values are listed in Table I.
All developed margins were positive except for the pressure vessel hoop membrane
stress. This negative margin was a result of a change in the coolant coefficient
from that used in the thermal analysis in Report N8120R:71-005 which increased
the mean wall temperature in the cylindrical portion by approximately 100 °.
Therefore, this negative margin is a thermal problem and can be corrected by
sizing the wall when the correct wall temperature is established.
The over-all compatibility and stresses developed indicate that the nozzle
configuration analyzed in this report can perform adequately under the steady
state operating condition imposed in this analysis. The buckling analysis of
the core support was not performed in this report because of the similarity of
the loading and geometry of the core support analyzed in Report N8120R:71-005
which indicated a good margin against buckling.
III. TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
The nozzle/pressure vessel configuration analyzed in this report was per-
formed with the finite element program. The information used in this report was
taken from the Appendix A (Analysis No. AM-NA-0024) which is the detailed stress
analysis of the nozzle/pressure vessel joint.
The assumption made in this analysis was that the rotation and radial
deflection of the core support at the reflector cylinder interface developed in
Report N8120R:71-005 can be used as boundary conditions for the configuration
used in this report. The results of this report indicate that this assumption
was good and that a small error in stress magnitude, if any, was the result.
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ANALYSIS NO. AM- NA-0024
DATE 10 March 1972
SUMLMARY OF ANALYSIS
System/Component Nozzle · Distribution:
Part Nozzle/Pressure Vessel Drawing No. 1138000-D
Subject Nozzle/Pressure Vessel Number 1138000-D
Joint Stress Analysis
Reference(s)
Engineer 9 : ? Approved








OBJECTIVE: To determine margin-of-safety values for the selected design under the
operating steady state condition.
ASSUMPTIONS: That the maximum loading condition (maximum pressures and deltas) when
used in the analysis will provide the minimum margins when compared to the allowables




RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS: The over-all compatibility and stresses developed indicate
that the nozzle configuration analyzed in this report can perform adequately under the
steady state operating condition imposed in this analysis.
RECOMbENDATION'S AND COMDENTS: The reflector cylinder was not included in the
finite element model used in this report; instead, the rotation and radial deflection
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NOZZLE TUBE THERMAL ANALYSIS
AT MAXIMUM FLUX POINT AND BARREL SECTION
I




TO: J. L. Watkins JJW:jm:N4320:M1672
Project 141
FROM: J. J. Williams Work Statement 9
SUBJECT: Steady State Temperature Distributions in the NERVA
Nozzle Coolant Channels
DISTRIBUTION: R. H. Coppo, O. J. Demuth, K. Sato, L. A. Shurley, E. A. Thomas,
W. R. Thompson, P. P. Ventura (W/O Encl.), File
REFERENCES: (a) Request from R. H. Coppo dated 3-31-71, "Heat Transfer
Analysis for Tube Buckling Investigation - Coolant
Channel Runs with Subsequent 2-D Thermal Runs"
(b) Memorandum N4320:M1671, E. A. Thomas to J. L. Watkins,
Subject: "1P.ERVA 75K Coolant Channel Steady State
Temperature Distributions for T = 4568°R and 4318 R
With Minimum Nuclear Heating Rates"
(c) Memorandum N4340:6392M, J. C. Courtney to J. L. Watkins,
dtd. 18 January 1971, Subject: "Estimated Minimum Nozzle
Heating Rates"
ENCLOSURE: (1) Tabulated Computer Output from Two-Dimensional Heat
Transfer Analyses 2KFE008 Through 2KFE013
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
This memorandum transmits results of the six nozzle coolant channel
heat transfer analyses requested in Reference (a). Chamber temperature was
43180 R for three of the analyses and 45680R for the other three. In all cases
coolant flow was reduced from previously used values (Reference (b)) by 5 per-
cent and minimum nuclear heating rates were used. For two of the analyses the
gas-side heat transfer coefficient was increased to cause a 300 degree increase
in previously calculated values (on a one-dimensional basis) of coolant channel
wall temperature in the barrel zone. Complete tabulations of steady state
'6 v
C- - - - -- - - -- N42:17
J. L. WatKins - -2- N4320:M1672
temperature distributions are presented along with summary tables of computed
heat transfer coefficients and coolant tube crown temperature.
DISCUSSION
Steady state thermal analyses had previously been made of the coolant
channels in the barrel and maximum flux zones of the nozzle to determine two-
dimensional temperature distributions for throttling and full power conditions
(Reference (b)). The purpose of the present analyses was to determine the effect
of a 5 percent reduction in coolant flow on the computed temperatures. In ad-
dition, two of the runs were made with the gas-side heat transfer coefficient
in the barrel zone increased to cause a 300 degree rise in tube crown tempera-
ture. These runs were also made with the 5 percent reduction in coolant flow.
In all cases the nuclear heating rates utilized were the values obtained by
considering both prompt and delayed gamma radiation from a composite core.
These rates are 0.249 Btu/sec/cu-in. in the barrel and 0.104 Btu/sec/cu-in. in
the maximum flux zone, and are somewhat higher than those shown in Reference
(c). The specific engine operating conditions for each analysis are shown in
Table 1.
Convective film coefficients and coolant bulk temperatures were ob-
tained from computer code E25104 using the land and groove configuration option
along with the other options previously utilized in Reference (b). The specific
run numbers are also shown in Table 1.
The steady state temperature distributions were computed using code
E12401, a computer code for calculating two-dimensional, steady state temperature
distributions by the finite element method. The gas-side heat transfer coef-
ficients were assumed to vary from the maximum value at the crown of the tube
in a cosine distribution to the vicinity of the brazing shim and then were re-
tained at a constant value over the surface of the braze and shim. The angle
defining the distribution was that between the vertical, the center of the tube
and the selected surface element. The maximum value of heat transfer coeffi-
cient was that obtained from computer code E25105, and included both convective
and thermal radiation effects.
The liquid-side heat transfer coefficient was assumed constant over
the inside periphery of the flow channel at each station analyzed. Values for
gas and liquid-side heat transfer coefficients, gas recovery temperature and
J. L. Watkins
liquid bulk temperature are shown in Table 2. In addition, the calculated
tube crown temperature is also shown for each case.
The detailed temperature distributions calculated for each case are
shown in the computer output listings of Enclosure (1). Case identification
is shown as part of the printed output on each page and the indicated run
numbers correspond to those in Table 2.
The node numbering systems used for barrel and maximum flux station
analyses are depicted on Figure 1. In addition to the node points and tempera-
tures, the printed outputs also contain a tabular listing of the coordinates
of each node.
In this type of conduction analysis small irregularities in computed
temperatures can arise from the use of straight line segments to represent
circular arcs and from rounding off values of convective heat transfer specified
along the boundaries. Based on a review of the tabulated results, it is esti-
mated that irregularities from these sources are on the order of 5 degrees F or
less which is considered acceptable. No indication of abnormal temperature
distributions could be detected on isotherm plots that were generated as part
of this study.
In addition to the enclosed tabulated temperatures, punch cards con-
taining coordinate location, node number and computed temperature information
are available for each run. These will be retained so they will be available
for possible use in subsequent stress analyses.
































































































































TABULATED COMPUTER OUTPUT FROM TWO-
DIMENSIONAL HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSES
2KFEO08 THROUGH 2K'EO13
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NODE SYSTEM FOR NERVA NOZZLE.
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241 -- 0...... ........ 100 -1.062 - -.... 173.15 --....- - ._... . .............
24. 0 1.100 1.093 173.13
243 0 1.000 1.000 17M.92
?a4 0 1.00O 1.031 17a.q2
24 . 0A....... . .. 1.000 ... . ....... .062 ............ 7 .)2.... 7 .......
246 0 1.000 1.093 178.92
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ITERATInN NO. 6
N.P. NO. CODE X Y T
I 0 1.85 1.000. 1216.95 .. .....
2 0 I.e90 1.000 1293.52
3 0 1.94 1.000 1366.82
4 0 I.199 1.000 1437.13
5 .... 1.903 .-- .. 0 ...000 1504.82-..... . ..........
6 0 1.,OA .1.000 1 570.64
7 0 1.P9S 1.010 1219.39
9 0 1. 899 1.010 12,?.70
9 .- --- 1 .... 4 4 . 1.010 - 132.93...
10 0 1.P9A 1.Cl 1430.3A
11 0 1.·;03 · 1.011 1 4c5.31
12 0 1.,07 1.011 1538.40
13 0 1."_4 - 1.023 1213.51 . . . . . . . . . . .......-.........
14 0 I.F -, 1.C23 1296.96
I 5 0 1.P93 1.024 1397.39
16 0 1.P97 1.024 14?5.05
17 --- 0 .... 1.-02 1........025 . 1'4)l0.16
1 0 1.06 1.025 15f3.44
19 0 1.Fn3 1.034 1212.24
20 ' 1.·07 1.034 12,',5.61
21 - I0 -e 1.2 --... 1.035 1 35.96
22 0 1. P96 1.035 1423.51
23 0 1.901 1.026 14qa.50
24 0 1. 05 1.036 1551.61
25 -. -- 0 I.- --- 1.PP2 .-.. 1.044 --- 1214.62 . . . ..........
26 0 1.05 1.045 1290.70
27 0 1. 91 1.046 135o.55
28 0 1.P95 1.046 1427.50
- -- 2 -------- 0 1.90( - - 1.047 - 1492.85
'0 0 1.7r]4 1.C' 1'- JC6. 30
?1 0 I .00 1.094 1206.33
3? 0 1.0:4 1.055 12I0.34
-:3 0 - ·. e1 9 .. 1 056 1351.22.......................... ..
24 0 1. PQ3 1.056 1419.24
75 0 1 .g9 1.057 1484.69
36 0 I l . 1:098 1546.25
37 .... 0 I ,e77 1. (7P5 1 l0....
3 0 1. '1 1.OF-6 1 24.31
-' 0 1 P96 1.0(7 1335.17
aO 0 1 .60 1.0CO7 1a03.30
41 -- --- 0 ----. 1. 95 I- . 1 .068 .----- 14R.90 ...... .................
42 0 1._99 1.069o 1532.49
43 1 .076 1.070 1191.09
44 0 1.090 1.071 1264.49
-'I t F a F45- 1.805 -......- 1.072 ... 1335.11 ............ .--
46 0 I . P 9 1.072 143.0.3
b7 0 1.FQ4 1.073 14-0. 46
49 0 1.,0E 1.074 1531.94
o- 40 . .....-- 1 875 " 1.075 1192,9 ............ . .. .-.......
50 0 1.e79 1.076 1263.17
51 0 1.e883 1.C'77 m 1331.32
5? 0 1. Pg8 1.078 13 5. e
-3 - - 0-.--------- 1. ,'9? .... 1.C79 I.... 1460.08........................ .
5,4 A 1 .6 1. 00 1521.34
85 0 1.e73 1.084 1194.22
56 0 1 .E77 1.05 1262.70
57 0 1. 1.0 6 13289.36.......................................... ........
58 0 1.,85 1. Oa 1391.49
59 0 1 P.89 1.089 1452.34
60 0 1.P093 1.090 1511.26
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1.e8 ' -- 1.096 . .--- 1168.45
1.e72 1.098 1238.31
1.076 1.0 9 1305.56
1.PPO 1.101 1370,27
. P4 I .1.10 1432.,'f5
I . nA 1 .14 149? 9j
I.F'? 1.109 11 4.2
1.F67 1.111 1224.32
1. k71 - - 1.112 I--- 12Q1.pl
1. 75 1.114 13 5.5e3
1.e79 1.115 1417.71
1.Pe3 1.117 1477.50
I1.~ fF_9 - 1.122 -----. 116 3.15
I.P63 1.124 1229.47
1.-67 1.1?5 12"3.00
1 .70 1.127 12 5t. 01
I.v7 - -. - 1.12R I------- 1412.77
1. 78 1.13' 146) .53
I1.P2 1.1'3 1127.21
1. 565 1.1 35 1195.47
I.PFO .- ----- 1.137 ......- 126f1.09
1.9 P 3 1.1 9 1324.19
1.F67 1.141 13.14 34
1.E71 1.143 1443.40
.45 I ----. 1.145 - 11C7. 1
I . E.o 1.14 7 1175. 2
1.e53 1.149 1241.53
I .F56 1.152 12'05.23
I.F60 - .........----- 1154 .------- 1 ?6.65
1.F64 1.156 1425.55
l.H?9 1.157 1106.3f
1.t.a2 1. 19 1169.00
1 .F46* ------ 1.l ............ 1229.21
1.e49 1.164 1297.30
rl.F3 1.1 1343.40
1. 56 1.16e 13 7.71
i f.'1 -- I 7- 1- C73 .2
1.P34 1.170 115. 4
1.(:7 1.172 1o'6.00
1. '41 1.175 1253.9a
. -..---- 1 .177 --- 1309*.02
1.p47 1 .180 1 3f3.94
1.e?? 1.178 1044.40
1.PP5 1.1 110H.22
1.P?9 I-- 1.1R3 -1-- 1159.97
1 .I? 1.f ' H1 1229.40
I1 138 1. F 1?f 90
I ?9 1 .1?1 1342.35
I.P14 -------- 1. 9 --- - 1034.?4
1. 17 1.1'2 I096.%2
1.e20 1.1S5 1156.33
I. 24 1.197 1214.00
I. 27-- - 100 -P ---O-1209. 77
.170 1.2n3 1323.77
1.7c0' 1.203 978.58
1. P02 1.206 1040.69
I.eO5--- -.- 09 -------- 1100.37-
1.eo0 1.213 1157.90
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?49 0 - I .. 498







2 3 0 I- 1.493
2!4 0 1.4 98
2 5 0 1. PO
256 0 1.4p0
- 257 -- 0- -1.490
258 0 l.a4o
25q ~ P0 l.4P0
260 0 1.400








2 9 -- 0 .. 1.200
270 0 1.000
271 0 1. 00
272 0 1.00O
27 1 0 -- --- -------- 1.000
274 0 1.000
Y T




























1.311 I 40.03 0.3 . . .... ...
1. 0'0 2?6. 04
1.078 426.03
1.1b6 4'6.01
I.. 1.233 4.. 25.98 -.---. -------- -..- --- --.- - _ _......-
1.311 425.97
-- ... - - - - - - - - ---------- ....... _..._....... ....
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TFPAT I CN NO. 6
tI.P. NO. CCn' X Y T
1 -- -' - 1 ---- -. ....... 137.43 . . ....
0 1.PO0 1.C00 1521.63
3 0 1.04 1.600 1603.01
4 - 1 .) .000 1681.77
5 0 ............... - .03 -. 0.-- I .  0 1 75R 8.10 -
6 1 .cO08 1.090 1 32.23
7 0 1.P,5 1.010 11aO. 1
3 0 1 .8D9 1.01') 1 5'0.72
.I.. 9 1 1.010- ......... . 1 5RA ..-- . ....
' ! 0 1 .E9 1.011 1674.1 Q
11 0 I. 1.cO! 1.Ol1 1747. 43
12 0 1.07' 1.C11 181R.52
1 ? -- --.--- 0- - ---- -- 3 .. .. 4 - .-.-. 3--3 - 43 .65 ...----.--......................
1 0 .IF P I.C'23 1 51 a . 4O
15 0 1 .e'"3 1.0?4 1 592.55
1 6 l.07 1.024 1 66.?8
17 .. .-........ .cr . -.. ... .. .. 1- -- ---
1 ti.,0'. 1.025 1813.04
I 0 1.P' 1.C234 1La3?.30
0 1..7 1. 34 1 512.97
?1 n -.... . t 9.. 1.0 5--- ..I .1I . 0o?-- - -- - -- ----
? .-' 1. ('5 12656.1
? . 30 I .'l 1, .C76 1 7 39. 90
?4 n 1 .55 1.0'6 111.02
?2 . " -A I. O'a 1. .? - - --
?' 0 1 ·''b 1.04'. 1 51 6.4B
27 1 .F"1 1.045 15.95.13
27 0 1.;5 1.046 1 671.21
70 04 1.94 l.048 1 Al -.. 45
31 0 .?'0 1.054 14-25. c6
3? 0 1 .:i94 1 .055 1 507.34
3 ... 0- -- . .---- 0 I .6 I - . 99 -- I .
34 0 1 . 03 1.056 1 62. 12
35 n0 l .cP 1. 057 1 735.94
3 0 1 .c ( 1.058 1 07. a3
37 r+ 1. 77 I . ns065 1 4..7. 67.
--- -- n--- -- 37 - 66  9. 76------ a . 67
0n It'P l.C;6 -'e1.7.
33 0 1 .96 10.,7 15(r-. 31
40 0n l.3co 1. C57 1 F,44 .4r;
41 .....- - 0 . ...9. .. --- I . - 171 e.? ------- -- --
4' 0 1 .FoQ 1. 06os 1790.21
4 0 1.76 1.070 1 4n9.27
44 0 1 .r0 1.071 14)0,.06
.45 -- .- ° - -.- .0 I .P -5 1.07? - 1 55.. 35
4d 0 1.er9 1.07? 1 644.31
47 0 1.tP4 I.073 1 71, 06
43 0 1 .F9R 1.074 1 7P.. 77
... -- o ------- - 1.75 1.0----- .75 -- - 41.0.69
50 0 1.E79 1.076 1 48. 71
51 0 I ."R8 1.077 1564. 5
5'o 0 1.9 p 1.078 1 637.5
.3 ---- - -- l .P.? -- 1.079 1 70.7-- ---
54 0 1 .eo6 I.CRO 1770.01
A.5 n .I 73 1.o04 1412.92
56 0 1 .P77 1. 0B!5 1 4 :,8 . 37
57 0 1. 5 1 . 08B 1561. *73
59 o 1 .e89 1. 089 1 700.29
60 0 1.e93 .0oqo 1766.96
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0 I . 9
0 1 .fl'
0---- -- 1 .3
0 1 .E13
I 1 .¢ P.
01----- 61. .
0 I . 697





1. 217 -......... I 12.77
1.220 11? .98
1.224 1 250.53
. 227 1 ?35.64
I-. 1231 -------- 1' S 1. 49
I.234 2 It ' 9.31
1.,29 1 0).O08
1.233 12 1 '. f6
-. 2 f - - ...--- 1173. 60F
1.240 12'1o.(:3
1. At3 I 2 " ' . 5
1. 247 1 "..' 51
1 . (... . 41 - .--- 1010. A
1.245 1071.71
1.? PA 1130.67
1 . · '"? 1137.52
"1.... 1 5 l2-.57
1 .2fO 1295.9I
1.2 O0 .1 r .4 3
1.E 4 97 ., 3
........1  .-.----- 10 .7..
1 .2"2 1 0 7. f)





1. 272 101 .33
1.27 --..--- 1072.7-3
1. 2C 1p1 o.,0O
1.2r57 127z.43
1 .105 I-.------- 1 3P .72
1.307 1374.38
1.308 1375.32
1. 309 1 3330. 63
1. 11 - 3'31 ? .
1.305 193 . 6
1. 317 1 o". 66
1.30n 191 3.92
1:,39 17- OIIO 55 .....
.31 1 1905.4/.,
1. 000 22 3. C03
1.C59 2.26. A




,201 tI - 677.72 .......
1. 2 6 70J. 30
1. ,o 7Rq.61
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N.P. NO. CO r  X Y T
;al -0 1 .0 . ... 1.3'·7 .. 316.7 ........
2?c 0 1.'.p3 1.30( 3 1.7;
243 0 1 .:20 1.309 _ '3,.79
244 0 1 .F2 1.311 3;6.7')
4'~5 .... ......n I ....10o ........... 1.277 .............. 3'9. ...51
,? -~ : 0 I .4'7 1. 23 349.a4
2?7 0 1.oR 1.2R 3.3
C. I.0 1. 4 340..35
Lo ..... -I . . 1.299 -1.......33 . 3L . . -..
250 0 1.4c8 1.36;5 2a9.'1
2E1 0 1. 8 1.307 340. 0
*52 n 1./:99 34.3.
2 3 . ..------.------ - .-  ... --- 1 1.30o- ------ 1.30< 3Q---~j'J ....... .-
' 0 1.aqW 1. 311 349. 30
0 rJ 5'; 1.090 367.8
. 0 I .4' n  1 076 306. l
c-7 .-- ---- 0 ... I.4FO -- - 1.16,6 ...... 2.,.22 5
I a 1. 'P 1.2=3 3'0.29
?Sa 0 P.° 1.11 59.
I0 . n  1.000 4g1. 01
'CGl ........... O ........... · 1 ./:O .......- '· 1. 0 70 ............ 401.2 ~.......................
2 I 0 1.,0' 1.1'6 7O0.04
7' 0 1 .'0 .".01.
Ir .400 1.'1 30a.65
r ' ' O .
r 
.. 1.OHO -- - 1.300 .; - ..... -.......
'56 n 1 ,X3 1.07A 4 l.6.:2
7 0 1. 0I 1.156 4'6. 20
? 9 0 1.2'0 1.233 446.09
Pq .------- ) I...... . ; ......1.311-- 4a6. 04
?70 0 1.000 I .0O00 431 .43
271 0 1.00 1.078 431.43
272 0 1.000 1.196 431.41
273 --------- 0 1.000 ..--- .1.233 .---. -.- 4331.39------- -
274 0 l.COO 1.311 431.39
....... . ...
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... 10 41'$.. 2
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1.. .76 - - 27
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1.0I 4 20,. 37
1.0d6 . .270. 52
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1.Cqq 275.26
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1.4 59 ...... 1 I .....
1 . b59 1 o4
1 A.59 1 · 10 6
1 .459 1 ·CP,7
1.459 --.-.- ----.. . .e
I .49 1.090
1 A .7.'o 1.071
1.a .' :;1. 074
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1.639 I. .C79
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1*4:7Q -- - - ; Ao
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APPENDIX D
NOZZLE TUBE STRESS ANALYSIS
MAXIMUM FLUX AND BARREL SECTION
(







L. A. Shurley 19 November 1971
JLP:jh N8120:099
U. A. Pineda
Thermal Strain Analysis of the Nozzle Tubes Operating in
the Steady State Condition
J. L. Pickering, K. Sato, J. L. Watkins
(1) ANSC Report N8120;71-015, "75K Nozzle U-Tube Strain
Analysis Operating Under the Steady State Condition"
This report represents partial fulfillment to Work Statement 8 for the
predicting of the coolant-channel cyclic life. The strain magnitudes
developed in this report will be compared with the low-cycle fatigue data
developed in Phase I and Phase II test programs.
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II. INTRODUCTION
This report contains the compressive strains developed in the nozzle
U-tubes as a result of jacket restraint when operating under two possible steady
state thermal conditions at two axial locations along the length of the tube.
The temperature conditions incorporated into this analysis were calculated by
consideration of a + 680 R tolerance factor on the normal end of life and notmal
throttling end of life conditions, which produced a maximum chamber temperature
of 43180 R (nominal, 42500R). For the growth operation condition the maximum
chamber temperature condition of 4568°R results from the same expected tolerance
of + 680R for the nominal 45000R. Since the time of this analysis new 'E' engine
NETAP conditions have been made available which used a more refined tolerance of
+ 45 R. However, the magnitude of this change of maximum chamber temperature
does not warrant re-analysis at this time. In addition the developed temperatures
in the barrel section were adjusted to cause a 300 degree increase over the
developed temperature to reflect an uncertainty condition.
The tube temperature profiles were calculated and the strain analysis was
performed for both the max flux area (near the throat) and in the core support
section (barrel section). The nozzle U-tube fabrication technique now allows
that the tube thickness is variable along the length of the tube. The design
thickness used in this study was t = 0.013 in. for the max flux area and
t = 0.023 in. for the core support section.
According to the specifications (4)* the endurance of the nozzle tubes
operating under a steady state condition is 600 min.at rated temperature accumulated
in up to 60 cycles of varying duration up to 60 min.maximum per cycle. The margin
(failure being a crack through condition) with respect to this operating condition
will not be established in this report, However, the data presented in this report
will be used in establishing the margin of safety values as soon as the fatigue
properties are obtained for the material.





Before a final assessment can be made with regards to the reliability
aspect of the design, consideration should be made of the possible transient
conditions which have not been investigated. The specification (4) defines
operational cycles as:
(a) Sixty (60) cycles at or above engine throttle point conditions.
Maximum duration per cycle not to exceed 1 hour. Up to 3 cycles
of the 60 may be single TPA operations cycles, maximum duration
per cycle not to exceed 1 hour.







cooldown cycles. Maximum duration per cycle not to
hours.



















This report is not neglecting the above possible operating conditions;
but due to the lack of design data making the assumption that the steady state
operating conditions is the most damaging and the other possible operating modes
contribute little to the failure of the tubes.
III. SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS
Two temperature gradients are incorporated into the analysis in developing
the magnitude of strain at both the max flux location and in the core support
section. The temperature gradients are illustrated in Figure A.
Nozzle Jacket
Figure A. Thermal Gradients Considered
in the Strain Analysis
The magnitude of these gradients are listed below:
Chamber Temp.
T = 42500R
T = 45000 R
ZAT Thru Tube Wall





The delta temperature between the mean wall temperature of the U-tubes
and the mean wall temperature of the nozzle jacket is (using T ~ -300 F
mean






6T 2  Between Tmean of the Tube to
T of Nozzle Jacket
mean
Maximum Flux Area Core Support Area








As was mentioned, both temperature deltas were incorporated into the
analysis in developing the magnitude of strain at the two axial locations. The
temperature distribution thru the tube wall at the crown location for both the
max flux area and the core support section are illustrated in Figure B. The
distribution is linear in both cases,
The summary of the results is listed in
page 19; Figure 4, page 24; Figure 5, page 29;
referenced figures illustrate the distribution
location) around the circumference of the tube
not included into this analysis because of the
thermal strains.
Table I and taken from Figure 3,
and Figure 6, page 33. The
of strain (and the maximum strain
crown, The pressure strains were
relatively small effect on the
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Isothermal - Strain Controlled (Compression) -
Low Cycle Fatigue Test of Type 347 Stainless
Steel and Hastelloy X at Elevated Temperatures
I. INTRODUCTION
The low-cycle fatigue testing program has been conducted in order to
select the best material for the NERVA regeneratively cooled nozzle tubes and
develop adequate data to establish design information for the selected material.
The test program was conducted in two phases. The first phase (Phase I -
Reference 1) utilized three heats of AISI 347 Stainless Steel and two heats of
Hastelloy X tested at 1000°F, 1400°F, and 1600°F at the strain range values of
1.5, 3.0 and 5.0 percent using a saw-tooth strain-wave-form (zero to compression
type). This phase was used to establish the fatigue response of these two
materials and to distinguish which material is the best performer under the tested
condition.
The second phase (Phase II) was smaller in scope and was performed to
determine hold time effects. The main portion of the Phase II test program used
one heat of AISI 347 tested at 1400°F and strain ranges of 1.5, 3.0 and 5.0
percent with a hold time of 10 minutes being introduced at the extreme strain
values (compression). Two specimens of Hastelloy X were included under the same
condition for comparison purposes as well as other specimens that were tested
for general information. This report will review the main points brought out
by the Phase I portion of the test program and will be-used to introduce and
discuss the Phase II results.
II. SUMMARY/CONCLUSIONS
The problem of having to quantify and predict the damage that occurs
in the coolant U-tubes of the NERVA nozzle as a result of the start-stop cycles
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in the normal steady state operating mode is indeed complex, because of the
various parameters that are involved, which are:
1) Temperature
A) Controls the magnitude of strain
B) Metallurgical changes
2) Strain Rate (cycle rate)
3) Hold Time
4) Hydrogen Effect, Irradiation Effects
5) Cumulative Effects
A) Different time combinations
B) Different temperature combinations
Phase I test program (Reference 1) has been conducted to estimate the
effect of some of these parameters and their importance. It should be mentioned,
however, that it was not possible to model the U-tubes directly. In fact,
isothermal-mechanical strain cycling on cylindrical hour-glass shaped specimens
were used not necessarily to simulate the U-tubes but to determine the effect
of these parameters on the particular material of the tubes. Therefore, a
factor to compensate for this specimen configuration approximation might be
necessary for prediction of a crack through condition in the U-tubes.
The Phase II test program can only be considered as a scoping test
because of the limited number of specimens tested. However, a relatively high
confidence level may be placed on the data by consideration of the knowledge
gained in Phase I (heat to heat variation, temperature effect, variation using
no-hold strain-wave-forms, etc.).
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The application of these data is intended to be used as a portion
of the design allowable information for use in calculating a useful life of
the NERVA regeneratively cooled nozzle tubes; that is, to establish the useful
life of the nozzle tubes without a possible crack through condition under thermal
cycling.
A summary of the fatigue tests results of Phase I are illustrated in
Figures 1 and 2. A comparison of the mean life response (Figure 1) makes it
difficult to discern which material would be the best performer. However, by
plotting the 99/95 lines (number of cycles which 99% of the specimens exposed
to a particular strain level could be expected to survive with a confidence
level of .95), Figure 2, a distinction can be made showing that AISI 347 would
have a longer life in the strain range (1.0-2.0%) and temperature range
(1000°F-1400°F) of interest. From this comparison AISI 347 was chosen for
continued testing.
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The test results of Phase I indicated that a minimum life condition
(with respect to cycles to failure) occurs between 1200° and 1400°F. This
result of Phase I was used to structure a portion of the Phase II test program.
The remainder of the test matrix incorporated hold periods in the strain-wave-
form.
The results of the Phase I and Phase II test program indicated that
AISI 347 Stainless Steel had a higher fatigue resistance than Hastelloy X
in the operating range of interest and that the data developed utilizing the
10 minute hold-period (in compression) realized a longer life than those
incorporating the no-hold strain-wave-form. The design data (99/95 lines)
representing the minimum life condition at temperature for the AISI 347 material
are represented by the no-hold strain-wave-form tested in the GH2 environment
(Figure 10).
III. TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
A. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The test results of Phase I indicated that a minimum life condition
(with respect to cycles to failure) occurs between 1200° and 1400°F. This can
best be illustrated with the use of Figure 3, where the mean of the fatigue
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Another notable feature about the Phase I test results concerns
the environmental effect on fatigue response. Baseline data was obtained
before running the Phase I test program which consisted of both AISI 347 and
Hastelloy X being tested in an air environment at 1400°F. This data was used
to determine the effect of a gaseous hydrogen environment on the fatigue response
of both materials. The relationship between the effect of the two environments
can best be observed by using a plastic strain range versus fatigue life (Nf)
plot (Figure 4). Both materials have a higher fatigue resistance when operating
in the GH2 environment, however, the environmental effect on Hastelloy X appears
to be dependent upon strain range while it is not for AISI 347. A reason for
this behavior could be postulated that both materials will show an increase in
fatigue resistance while operating in an inert atmosphere, however, Hastelloy X
might be more sensitive to a hydrogen embrittlement mechanism which is strain
range sensitive. More testing will be required for substantiation of the above
statement.
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A portion of the Phase II test program introduced hold periods
of 10 minutes at the extreme strain range (compression) in the strain-wave-form.
The data from this test can be represented by a straight line as illustrated
in Figure 5. This data representation is in agreement with that of the no-hold
tests (Phase I). The majority of the samples of the Phase II test were
structured to establish this line. The test temperature of 1400°F was selected
because of the amount of data available for comparison purposes with the Phase I
test results. This comparison (Figure 6) brings out a result that is difficult
to explain. That is, although there is not enough data to actually establish
the Phase II hold time test line, a definite trend of an increased life is
apparent over that of the no-hold tests which were conducted in air and the GH2
environments. This increased life perhaps could be a result of some metallurgical
transformation, because normally a decrease in fatigue response occurs with
any type of hold introduced in the strain-wave-form.
The results of the Phase II test are shown in Tables II, III
and IV, pages 25, 26 and 27.
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Figure 7 illustrates other specimens that were tested with a 10-
min-hold period being introduced at the extreme strain valve (compression).
Although, there were only three points tested for AISI 347 at 1600°F it appears
that hold time (10 min.) is not detrimental at this temperature level either.
Two specimens of Hastelloy X were tested at 1600°F and 1400°F using the same
10 min. hold period (Figure 7). It was reported (Reference 2) that severe
necking of the specimens occurred during the tests. The cause of this was not
explained in the test write-up and is rather difficult to understand, being
as the test eas performed using a controlled strain range testing procedure.
The results indicate that the effect of the hold period on the Hastelloy X
specimens was not much different than the no-hold test. A statement could not
be made as to whether or not there was an increase or decrease in fatigue
response due to the limited number of samples.
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Interpolation of the test data will be necessary in order to be
able to describe the fatigue response over the temperature range of interest.
This can best be performed on the type of plot used in Figure 3. Figures 8 and 9
illustrate the mean response (and the spread of the extreme data points) of two
strain ranges tested in the GH2 environment at the three elevated temperatures.
The curves used to represent the interpolated values indicate that a minimum
life condition occurs at about 1300°F for both strain ranges. The data points
developed in the Phase II program (Reference 2 and 4) substantiate the assumed
interpolated curves at the 3.0 percent strain range, however, the curves appear
to be conservative at the 1.5 percent strain range. The three points generated
at 1200°F for the 1.5 percent strain range (Figure 8) show no degradation of
life from the 1000°F temperature level. The results at the 3.0 percent strain
range (Figure 9) indicate a marked reduction in fatigue response at the 1200°F
temperature level indicating that the fatigue response might be strain range
sensitive at this temperature level (1200°F) with respect to changing the mode
of fracture (transgranular to intergranular). There is not enough data to
confirm this observance, therefore, the interpolated curves will remain as
shown in Figure 8 (on the conservative side) illustrating a fracture mode
change at the lower strain range. The 99/95 lines were also drawn by using
the same general shape of the interpolated curves between the points developed
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The curves (representing the 99/95 values) that are shown in
Figures 8 and 9 were used to obtain the fatigue response at the temperature
levels between the tested conditions. These interpolated values are shown
in Figure 10 and are represented by straight lines within the range of tested
values (1.5% - 3.0%). The extrapolation of these lines below 1.5% should be
done with care (what is shown should be conservative, however). These lines
represent the lower bound of the no-hold, strain-wave-form tested in the GH2
environment and should represent the minimum life response for the NERVA nozzle tube
material (excluding those samples tested in an air environment; baseline data-
Figure 6).
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B. TEST PROGRAM
The material, material condition, test matrix, test results,
and conclusions for the low-cycle fatigue response of Type 347 Stainless Steel
and Hastelloy X in air and gaseous hydrogen under the no-hold condition
(Phase I) are listed in Reference 1. The follow-on test matrix (Phase II)
includes both hold and no-hold conditions and is listed in Table 1.
Page 21
TABLE 1 PHASE II TEST MATRIX
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C. TEST PROCEDURE AND EQUIPMENT
All of the tests were conducted on apparatus identical to that
described in Reference 1. The only modification was the addition of timers to
the programing equipment so that strain could be held constant for the required
hold times. Due to the limited number of specimens only one heat for each
material was used. The heat number for AISI 347 was heat X-11585 (A heat) and
that for Hastelloy X was heat 2610-0-4007 (D heat). All samples were tested
in a gaseous hydrogen environment as described in Reference 1. Figures 11 and
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TABLE II. PHASE II - FATIGUE TEST DATA FOR TYPE 347 STAINLESS STEEL, CONDUCTED
IN A PURIFIED HYDROGEN ENVIRONMENT AT 1400 F, WITH A 10O-MINUTE MAXIMUM
STRAIN HOLD, AND AT AN AXIAL STRAIN RATE OF 10 3 SEC 1  (REFERENCE 2)
Axial Strain Range at Nf/2,
percentpercent Stress Range,
Fatigue Life, (a) atN/2
cycles Elastic ksf
Specimen Nf N5  No  Total Plastic Acei ACed
A43 136 124 114 4.85 4.63 0.21 0.32 73.5
A48 137 106 103 5.02 4.75 0.27 0.39 71.0
A44 156 150 122 5.04 4.82 0.22 0.34 63.2
A50 279 275 274 3.08 2.85 0.23 0.36 70.6
A51 322 317 311 3.01 2.76 0.25 0.36 68.2
A46(b) 475 --- --- 3.08 2.87 0.21 0.32 66.4
A47 746 725 711 1.58 1.37 0.21 0.33 60.9
A45 842 805 789 1.58 1.36 0.22 0.32 61.4
A49 939 845 837 1.55 1.33 0.22 0.34 64.2
A42(c) 975 905 885 1.45 1.24 0.21 0.28 57.4
(a) For a symmetric hysteresis loop (no hold time) Ace = Ad = Ae
(b) Values of NO0 and N5 are not reported because the recorder malfunctioned
before these values could be determined. -
(c) This test was duplicated beqause the specimen was cycled at a slightly
slower strain rate than 10-  sec- ; i.e., E(A42) = 3.4 x 10-  sec-
and was not included in the analysis.
TABLE III. PHASE II-FATIGUE TESTS FOR TYPE 347 STAINLESS STEEL AND
HASTELLOY X, CONDUCTED IN A PURIFIED HYDROGEN ENVIRON-
MENT AT AN AXIAL STRAIN RATE OF 10-3SEC-1 (REFERENCE 2)
Hold Time at Axial Strain Range, at Nf/2,
Maximum Strain percent Stress Range Fatigue Life,
(Compression), Temperature, Elastic at N /2, cycles
Specimen min F Total Plastic Na C ksi N N5  Nf
A40 0 1300 3.01 2.63 0.38 78.0 177 177 178
A41 0 1300 3.06 2.62 0.44 85.7 --- 232 (b)
A52 10 1600 3.06 2.88 0.18 0.19 35.3 .--- 456(b)
A53 10 1600 3.00 2.86 0.14 0.20 35.7 - >814 (c)
D48 10 1400 3.05 2.67 0.38 0.63 134.9 111 130 148
D49 10 1600 3.08 2.91 0.17 0.36 76.2 --- >429 (c)
(a) For a symmetric hysteresis loop (no hold time) Aei = Aed = Ace
(b) Values of No and N5 are not reported because the load did not drop before failure occurred.




TABLE IV. PHASE II - FATIGUE TEST DATA FOR TYPE 347 STAINLESS STE5L CONDUCTED IN A PURIFIED
HYDROGEN ENVIRONMENT AND AT AN AXIAL STRAIN RATE OF 10- SEC - (REFERENCE 4)
Hold Time at Axial Strain Range at Nf/2, percent
Maximum Strain Fatigue Life, Stress Range
(Compression), Temperature, cycles Elastic (a) at N2
Speciman min F Nf N5  Total Plastic AC AEd
o Total Plastic &Cei ed ksi
A64 -- 1100 327 317 308 3.04 2.62 0.42 100.5
A61 -- 1100 349 339 332 3.04 2.58 0.46 102.0
A62 -- 1100 400 383 367 3.02 2.59 0.43 101.0
A57(b -- 1200 264 235 205 2.97 2.57 0.40 90.7
A56' -- 1200 274 -- -- (c) 2.99 2.56 0.43 88.5
A55 -- 1200 281 257 244 2.98 2.59 0.39 88.0
A54 -- 1200 381 363 346 2.99 2.58 0.41 93.7
A60 -- 1200 1605 1603 1602 1.51 1.18 0.33 75.2
A59 -- 1200 1735 1704 1693 1.54 1.20 0.34 75.9
A58 -- 1200 1745 1732 1701 1.52 1.21 0.31 72.8
A66(e) -- 1300 269 266 263 3.04 2.69 0.35 72.0
A63 10 1600 506 -- (c) 2.98 2.88 0.10 0.18 32.1
(a) For a symmetric hysteresis loop (no hold time) ACei = ACed = ACe.
(b) This test was duplicated (by Specimen A57) because the specimen was cycled at a strain rate slightly lower
than 10- 3 sec -1 ; i.e., £ (A56) = 1.644 x 10- 4 sec-1 for the first 170 cycles.
(c) Values of N and N are not reported because the load did not drop before failure occurred.
5or
(e) The data obtained from Specimen A65 was highly irregular; therefore, the test was repeated with Specimen A66.
(D
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I. INTRODUCTION
A preliminary analysis has been conducted on the 2.0 inch thick nozzle/
P.V. flange and related failure mechanisms. The nozzle configuration is shown in
drawing number 1138000D (Reference (a)). The potential failure mechanisms are
identified in the nozzle failure mode analysis which was transmitted to SNSO-C
by ANSC Memorandum 7750:M1084 dtd 30 April 1970. This FMA is divided into
6 sections. Each section contains a complete mode of failure. This report
will document the results of the analysis of failure mode VIII, called "Failure
to Close the Aft End of the Pressure Vessel or to Support the Nuclear Subsystem."
A previous analysis was conducted on this same mechanism in 1971, and
reported in N8500:R-005 titled "75K Nozzle/P.V. Joint Interim Design Report.
Since that report was within, the flange was reduced in thickness from 2.4
to 2 inches, the jacket wall was reduced from 0.88 inches to 0.66 inches, and
more realistic material yield strength values are being assumed.
II. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Nozzle flange area preliminary structural reliability calculations have
been completed for the 2.0 inch Armco 22-13-5 flange with a 0.66 inch thick
jacket wall, and upgraded material properties.
The method of calculation was similar to previous analysis where stress
variability was determined using the P.E.T.S. program to determine nominal
and maximum stress (Reference (e)). The mean stress was obtained from a finite
element computer program (Reference (b)), and materials data was based on a
preliminary screening program for Armco 22-13-5 (Reference (d)). Material
variation was assumed to be 6.6% of the mean. Reliability was based on a sample
size of 20, and 90% confidence level.
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The results of the analysis are summarized below:
FMA VIII Nozzle Forms Aft Closure Margin of Calculated Allocated
for P.V. & Supports Core Safety Reliability Reliability
A. Lands between bolt holes .80 .920 .9108
B. Shear lip .58 97 .9108
.17 . 108
C. Nozzle P.V. Bolts
Leakage '(Flange Separation) - .976 .97
Structural .01 *9115  .91o8
D. Jacket membrane (Hoop Stress) .36 9114 .9108
(Meridional) .56 -9184 .9108
E. Core Support .37 .9863 .9108
It can be concluded that all failure mechanisms except the core
support exceed the reliability allocation. The core support is very close to
meeting the allocation and minor changes in stress or strength will make the
design acceptable. Therefore the nozzle flange design defined in drawing
1138000D is believed to be an acceptable design. It must be recognized however,
that much more remains to be done especially in the area of materials testing
before the design can be released for fabrication.
III. TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
A. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
This analysis was conducted on the 2.0 inch flange shown in
Figure 1 using the dimensions shown in the nozzle drawing 1138000D (Reference (a)).
This configuration utilizes 216 coolant tubes and 108 cooled pressure vessel/nozzle
bolts. Coolant holes through the flange supply coolant to the bolt, and reduce
the flange temperature. Only one nozzle/P.V. seal is used in this design while
previous designs used two seals, one on each side of the bolts.-
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This analysis is restricted to five points in the nozzle flange
area which the finite element stress program have indicated to be points of
maximum stress. These points, as indicated in Figure 1, are the shear lip,
between the bolts, the core support, the bolts, and the jacket membrane.
B. LOADING CONDITIONS
The maximum stress values were calculated based on the loads shown
below and in the August 1971 issue of Engine Specification CP090290C for normal
operation at end of life. The maximum loads shown below were used in the finite
element stress analysis to calculate maximum stress. The maximum stress values
were then reduced by 3 sigma to establish a mean stress for reliability calculations.
The load values shown below as PETS program inputs were used to determine maximum
and nominal stress for the purpose of determining the sigma variation.
The maximum loads used for the finite element stress analysis to
determine maximum stress, (Reference (b)) are as follows:
Core Load
Chamber Pressure
Coolant Pressure at Nozzle Outlet






The corresponding values used in late 1970 in the














Armco 22-13-5 stainless steel is used for all the calculations
in this report.
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The yield strength values used in this analysis are based on an
assumed mean room temperature value of 48 ksi (Reference (d)). The curves are
extrapolated from the initial screening program conducted in 1970 and reported
in Memo N4350:MM70-448 dtd 22 Dec 1970. The material variation (D ) was
S
assumed to be 6.6% of the mean since insufficient actual test is available to
establish a variation.
Forgings of Armco 22-13-5 have been ordered and fabricated for
the purpose of materials testing to establish Class A data. No actual testing was
accomplished, however, prior to contract cancellation.
D. THERMAL ANALYSIS
A thermal analysis was conducted to determine the specification
extreme temperature of the flange area (Reference (c)). The temperatures used
in this report however are based on a subsequent computer run (Run # JOE
428237,2,100). This computer run was a thermal sensitivity analysis in which
nominal values of thermal conductivity, nuclear heating, and heat transfer
coefficients were used, to determine nominal material temperatures. These
parameters were then varried one at a time to determine the effect on material
temperature. No report was written on this data because of personnel layoffs,
however the data was used, and the computer run will be included with this data
package.
The nominal temperatures were used to determine material yield
strength, and the temperature variability (DT) was used to help determine strength
variability. This method provides a more accurate assessment of reliability. The
previous method required use of the specification extreme temperature to determine
material strength, however-the analyist had no way of knowing how many standard
deviations the spec extreme was from the mean temperature. The new method treats
temperature the same as stress or material strength.
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--- T-OiIAGE--AS.IGN~AE+;-,T F-4--R-4AR~-At~,LEC.q-(.RLOCK,.-TY-.PE; RF.LiT-.T*AVF-L-CATTONo,- NAME) -l : AE.-- .. ........
0000 014152 IF , 0001 000134 1OOOL 0001 NNO.03 111G 0001 o0on06 114G 0nn0 o00005 13x r,
0000) 014225 3F 0000 014232 4FL 0O0 014?41 5F 0001 000106 501_ 00n0 01 l4(4 J
0000 I 014145 K 0000 I 014151 L O0nO 1 01t4146 N 0000 I 01415n NL OOn0 I n14107 tlP
00-.-0--R--OOO*O OR 0040--4f.00;3-70&-T 00 n O-R.-O4)4)-57I~-7, __
00100 1* C C
00100 3. Ck
00100 4* C* PROGRAM TO CALCULATE SENSITIVITY CO1''FICIENTS . J WILLIAMS
-0-0=1:0 5+-.-*- -- C-*-~~. * - -C___
OuluO O' C****~**********-*~ **************4*********** *********************.**************t*
00100 7. C C
--0 Oi-1,t 4--44- t t-M510 ON--R4-8(243 2-t Z (4t892 )-,.T-t80 .-P!o- -,--i
00103 9* 1 FORMAT(I5,5X,2FlO.4,20X*F10.2)
001.04 10* 2 FORMAf(,1'/19Xi'NERVA HOZZLE/PRESSIJPE VESSEL JOINT - NOMINAL TEM
- 0014- 3.-1-* 1P--.R A.-i-S-¢-qIS4.T*IVT T-Y-.. ,' fC-,4--.---I-.F - 3/ //-.
0u104 12* 2 t HODE LENGTH (Arl)US NOMINAL TF'AP SF-1 SF-2 SF-
00104 1..* 33 SZF-4 '
---- 0i0 1 il -1q.*- ..- --- ,-----9X,.J-(-1-t4) ...--- (-11) .... (E- __ ..)'-/-*)____ ___________
00105 15* 3 FORMAr(1X,I4,2Fl0.4,FlI.2,6X, '1F8.2)
00106 lb* 4 FOPAT(/' INPUT ERROR - JOFR 1'FRqlt.iATE:0 )
4101. (17-47 .'. 5 FORYA.::4/ ~: pL--l.E--tNU`PM-R--E4PROP-'--:)U--4--'.-*-.4--xOK)--TERMINA;FP') 
___
00107 15* .C
OUl1o 19* DO 20 J=l,5
------- 0113 01-(1.5~ .....2i-*- D---lL:--- ------ 
___________-_
00116 21* READA(5, 1,EHD=lOOO,EPR:1000) N'.R(K),7(K),T(KJ)
00124 22* IF(I'i.HE.K) GO TO 2000
-001t2-6 2;t* -- G"ON. -444 UE
00130 24* 20 CONTINUE
00130 2L , C
- 001 -2- -264 DO z-da -
---, 5
00135 27* Do 3,0 K:1,92
00140 2,* T(KJ) = [(I J)- T(Kol)
001142 .6u* 30 COtITIruE
00144 .51* 40 CONTINUE
00146 33* NP = I
0U147 .54* WHITE(62) tiP
- .0 01 -~ 2 '-:,J 5 bN="t
U0153 5o* DO 60 J=1,892
JOlbG .57* IF(IJL.LE.45) GO TO 50
--- 00160--- .1 :¢NP:NP+1- . . . . . . . . . ..... --------- *. . . . . . . . . -. -- - * '* ......... ....... .... .........................................
00161 3Y* NL:1
00162 4U* WRITE(6,2) NP
....1~,5-- ...41 4---.-2-50 NL=HL+i-..............: ..............................................................- . .... . ... ... ...- - . .... .............
00167 42* 6WR IIT,' (b,3)..JZ (J) ,R (J), (T(J,L) ,L:1 5)
00177 43* . 60 CONTINUE :




END OF UNIVAC 1108 FORTRAN V COMPILATTON. 0 ,DIAGN0STTC* MESSAGE(S)
0I





-JE t,; IRPFVAT ZPE- E--JOF-rN4T-F-.-TEMPFASENSTTT-Y.- FACTn;- *n*---P-AGF---1
(Iil) (i H) (DEG-R) till, 'o 7o.- "t Io 0°° tIo"70
1.-0l0----- 2-7* 
--.-
i- '-7. 6_ 
_0 -.o --. ni(o .7 ........... _
2 -16.0000 27.4400 399.02 .no -].no 18.70 -16f.0
3 -16.0000 27.7200 405.74 . 0 o -1 .60 19.30 -15.q0
i4-ltOOO s 'e .U 0of-- 4+7-.-o5 0- 1-7, .d t" o-- I O--- -.---
5 -14.0(100 27. lo00 387.64 .no .00 17.O0 -16.30
6 -14.0000 27.4400 399.02 .n( -1.0o nI.70 -16f.00
7 -4--400 27 ,-/200 ----.-- 7a4I -f 71 40 1--0-4 30---l5.90
8 -14.1000 28.0000 407.95 .00o -1.PO 1O.50 -15.90
9 -12.0000 27.1600 387.63 .nO .00 17.qO -f16.30
- 0- UZ.Ou1-- 27,14410 - 599.frt 7.0 .f)-- l..-70-1 6. OO --- - -_ --
11 -12.0000 27.7,:200 405.73 .no -1.f60 19.30 -15.90
12 -12'.0000 2-8.0000 407.95 .no -1*aO 19.qO -15.90
15 3----1 .0000 --- 27 .-16({d 7.2 --- ... n--------- ----1 ---.- .....- .--. *..-.-a -.62..
14 -lu.oOou 27.4400 399.00 .no -1.n0 1A.70 -t16.00
15 -10.UUOU0 27.7200 405.72 .nO -1.60 1.9.30 -15.90
16-.---O. 40-0 2- 8.ff 4u00 4-7+9t no -tn-t90---... .15.90---
17 -8.0000 27.1G600 3}87.60 .00 .00 17.ro -16.30
1 -8.0000 27.4400 398.97 .no -1.00 18.70 -16.00
--19 .0000--7.720 4. 6a -. nn--1.¢,--- .30..--15.90 .. ....------...----------.... -  --  . -. - -- -.-------
20 -8.ouo0000 26.0000 407.91 .00 -1.P0 19.50 -15.80
21 -b.(000o 27.1600 387.52 .n() .(0 17.no -16.20
2- 7.~440o 2,-q-off 394~;09 _04 ---- 41O 1A7.-7 -lf6. n O --
23 -6.OOOu 27.7200 405.61 . .o00 -1.60 19.30 -15.90
24 -U. 000 ?i -.0U00 407.82 .no -1.ro l1.4'10 -15.fO
.--- --... U t) --. 1 _ (710l M 7. 2- .2 .--. n --- 7.nlo -1r . ......l _ _ _ _ _ _ -_. _-n --
26 -4.000o) 27.4' 00 3. '.65 .n0 -t.10 In.70 -1'5.90
27 -4.0000 27.7200 405.37 ilnn -1.70 1P.?0 -15. 80
2- S -44-0002a.Q0 0 {t15, .00 -1.-o n-.49t-- - - --...15 -
29 -2.000oU 27. 1,OO 30f .64 .no -. lo0 17.0 -16.00
30 -2.o0000 27.4400 3'7.98 .no -1.P0 1.60 -15.80
31. -2.00U2-- 2;t-QO 04.f -- 4.00n -.- I. 0 10... -15.70 -- - -- I------ ----- ------
32 -2.0o00 28.0u00 406.88 no -2.00 19.30 -15.60
33 3.1170 21.470 6°4.52 -32.t0 .no00 1.n0o -6.40
3.-1-170 21.59241 708.-9-, --3.-10 -- ,-no----- . 0 -... . .6.5 sn.---.-.-----.--- -. 50----.-------- --- ----- --  -.---- *.- --.----- - ...
35 3.1170 21.70f0 74l2.32 -35.30 .0 n lt. 70 -6.70
36 3.1170 21.5 f 50 717i1.24 -37.70 .O t47.90 -7.00
- 37 - -. 1170.40 
- ---- -
9410.--- 
.- -- -....,--. -.. 4
38 3.1170 2.05ObO -.82t.02 -1t0.50 .nO 5t .no -7.60
39 3.1170 22.1750 829.95 -40.O0 .00 51.40 -7.60
-- 40 .000 - . 2/.l_ .... 0.- -- 3:t4.72 ----- -. o---.30-- ..17 50 -15.70 ..............................-.... - .. . .. -..
41 .000U 27.4400o 39-)b.99 .00 -1.30 18.40 -15.50
42 .0000U 27.7200 402.75 .0 -1.o0 A18.qO -15.30
---- 43--,lOll ... 2 tl-- .g4. l- ----- .. .......... Q.. I .-.-- -. 1 5.30-------.----.-.----.--------.-.---------.-------------.--.--.-.-.--.-.-----.-.-.-.--.-.
44 3.2430 21.4750 653.73 -29.10 .00oo 37.80 -6.30




-- 4A-.OOZZ4E-//-PRp- g -VESS-¶ L JO4-t-NT :Nu-TNAL-TEFMPFRAT1JRES--AN- .FNSTT TV IT-Y. FACGTOR-** -- PAF-P.-L --......- ..
NODE LN:TH------ U WS ..O'- ,HMI' F-1 
-F;-- - F-5 - SF-4(Il) (IN) (DEG-R)
t-6 ' -2q 3' 1- l- -.-0 0- 7-24--rff - 3---1 - .fln N :lt0-6-670
47 3.2430 21.-'250 765.90 
-36.R0 .oO 46.60 -7.10
48 3.2430 21.9i20 796.03 
-38.60 .nn l8.c0O -7.50
tl9 3 4s3 -22-4}t,9) : 1l4.07 - 39-t] .qO -7.-70
50 3.i43U '2-.1750 820.24 
-40.10 .n0 50.70 -7.80
51 1.lb00 27.1600 33011.93 .nn -. 30 17.1.0 -15.4$0
-52 -1 bO6 O-770- 3 *-r66 .---- 4-7 a 0I----15 , 20_
53 1.1500 27.5800 395.77 .no -1.70 10.30 -15.0n
54 1.150b0 27.7900 399.28 .00 -2.00 1.8.50 -15.00
55- - 1-.lb-:. li)00i-2 :0O{ -f -b3 * .00 -v-- 0-!8. O- 14 .90
56 3.3100 a1.41i50 579.72 -23.60 .00 1l.0O -6.30
57 3.3101 21.b000 66.-85 
-P8.70 .00 37.140 -6.'40
--- 58 --- ; 3100 .-.1.-7-150 706r69 ' -32v80 . 0----4P.-W10---6. a(
59 3.3100 21.8300 751.73 
-35.70 .00 115.60 -7.20
bO 3.310u 21.9t450 782.63 -37.60 .no 48.00 -7.70
.,i1 3OU- 2 O&O 0- ' }-& e.-F- -3i-r6 .G IH90 - riC-fO 
-00
62 3.JlOu 22.1750 807.26 -39.00 .no 4Q.RO -8.nn
03 2.3000 27.16n0 375.8t5 .00 -. 40 16.60 -14.90
-b ---------2.*.500a ,----': 1.,7(00 344g-. 2 4- .00-'1:.P0- 1-7.?0-1q . 70
65 2.300t 27.5eo00 390.01 .no -J.70 17.70 -14.60
66 2.3000 27.7900 393.30 .00n -2.00 1.A.00 -14.50
-2-7 .3~00L 200.8OUlI I 39t!./:9 otl0 - 1,40- I A.NO---l4.50
68 3.40(t) 21.4260 290.39 
-.70 .00no 9.no -7.50
69 3.4U00 21.5510 542.35 -21.20 .nO 2q.10 -6.00
!-(1 .I(U .fo .2 ,l6 -. 00 ..77-50 ..... 6.60
71 3.4000 21.ion000 710.76 -32.80 .0o 42.50 -7.20
72 3.W(OU 21.9250 750.70 -35. t1o .no00 '5.60 -7.9n
- 73- 3.(J G asa no7 --- 7:-. - 7 8.67 -2 00._- , 7.30 G--80.
714 3.40(lU 22.1750 782.34 
-37.00 .no 't4.I0 -A.4O
75 3.4630 27.103() 367.12 .00 -.30 15.q0 -l1t.30
.--- -3.477 --27.-3150- 37S-G6- --. O .1- 1 4. 14- ---1 6.4 ---14.20 ... 
--.. .
77 3.3920 27-5260 3b1.29 .00 -1.70 16.n0o -14.00
78 3.5060 27.7380 . 3A4.50 .00 -1.90 17.10 -14.00
. .79 2. ) u --- P7. 9cbO -f-,l A Z"- *. no ·- 0--1-?0-17 ; -- 3.9-
F0O 3.463U 21.,i200 248.05 .50 no 5.00 -5.00
61 3.4970 21.!5460 467.96 -15.AO .no 22.0o -5.60
-- b2 3.5310...2t.£,720 s77-7s --- 3,70 . 39.30-...6.50
83 3.5650 21.7970 636.97 -27.30 .00 37.n00 -7.60
84 3.5990 21.9230 661.03 
-28.00 .00 3'9.10 -9.00
... 8 -- - --,, -33 .. 2~.Oqa 65>1 ·t 7 ----- 4~0 ,no-?5q.O .---11.108ib 3.6670 22.1750 601-08 
-19.70 .00n 35.0 -114.60
t87 4.6070 26. 95no0 357.L0 .no -. 4O 14. 0O -13.50
. ----4.6470 -- -27-1630----- 366.15 .00 ----.1.20---- ..1;s,0 -13.30 .......
89 4.6870 27.3770 371.99 .00 -1.70 16.00 -13.20
90 4.727U 27.5900 375.26 .00 -2.00 16.20 -13.10
- - ----- 
_ ___·__··
·
AND.-SFNSTTT%/TTY FACTORS *.* -P.AGF -3
NODE L-E1GTI----RAlq US- NOMI NAL--TFMP----SF-I 1---SF- -..--------. F-3 --.. SF-4 .. .......
(IN) (1N) m([E6-R) rt_,4gnwo t4 Hut
762---- ----9 tno O.·-1 . O
r-1--4w767U ..... P. 7., (~0)30 I7, 7 ......... ..21 ... ~ro-3.80 ....03.O 23.1......................
92 3.6870 21.4200 239. 6 .40 .00 4.10 -4.10
93 3.721U 21.5460 397.12 -11.30 .no 17.90 -5.00
O.. 6-742*-.55 - ---2. 7 - 4~95,. 4- - - I a'760 : a O0- --- 2 a.I0 . ..6.30 ...... .... .....................................................
95 3.7890 21,7970 548.70 -20.6( .00 'on.20 -7.90
96 3.8220 21.9230 563.22 -20.20 n .O0 O1.60 -9,80
---- 7 ,S. G'68 22. f- Oq 00 -----573 . 01 -1-&. t4O .... O -Pa. QO-~12. 20
9e6 3.690u 22.1750 470.O 86 -fl.AO .00 24.70 -15.60
99 5.7270 26.6930 .345.44 .00 -. 40 11.60 -12.20
~- t -10(s-- b. 78I0 - ·. 91l-0 1$.54..3 . .00-l- i P- * .30- -2
101 5.t420 27.1300 360.6:O .00 -1.p0 11.O00 -11.90
102 5.9000 27.3400 364.04 Ori) -2.10 1O.10 -11.00
- i5 b9580-- I-.670 365,.-09 .00 .2-WP{ '19.2Q-O--11.l0. ... ...............
104 3.913u 21.4200 221.75 .30 .no 2.30 -2.40
105 3.9;.80 21.5461, 373.41 -10.10 .00 1:-.40 -4.20
107 4.0160 21.7970 5fl'I.87 -17.30 ·. nO 2P-.90 -7.40
1(15 4.U510 21.9230 508'.48 -16.20 .00 27.00 -9.20:
110 4.1200 22.1795( 3o'. 1 _ -3.60 .O0 18.10 -13.0n
-1!1 4.·34,71J '1 .42C 21f ~T ~5.9f6 .?11 .00 1.00 -- 1.qo
.... ~./1 4..5470 2 1-.% .$4 DJ. 1.40 O0,.0 .4xO la.no -3.50
116  I 4.3470 21.t,7?0 '+35.85 -11I.O(1 no ?0.O1n -5.10
/,f' 11'i 4.5,70 2:11.7<370 468.(,2 -15.3(1 .00 2P.50 -6.60 le
- 4 .1.5 . ,47 u ,1,. A23l o_ 2.0.- 'Z---.f 34I- -. 2 0 . ----- 0 .. . .
116 It. 617U 22. 0490 '419.62 -0!.60 O 0 .O0 ¶C.a0 -9.90 fl 'AI
117 4.3z17U 22.1750 34 3.5? -1.10 .O0 1 3.':0 -11.00
I2- !_W -------J Z-O.i ( U- ,:!. ~71 -.45 a ,,. O -:.f-- ---n .7 0
119 b. F/'10 26 .&690 3'40.20 .00 -1.20 17..'0 -10.50
12') 6.9700 26.79010 346.41 .00 -1.1%0 1Z.90 -10.40 7
. 11....l .... _________ -. 1_..____-- 10 4
122 7.1270 27.2330 , )O.9?'5O0 -2.20 (.,P -10.30
1I23 '4Obl.50 21 .'200 213.53 -247 .20 .00 1.00 -1.00
..... 
3----- 1 13- L-.-------.-0.
Z I *2%.'613U 21.-200 389.22 -. 7/ -11 .30 ..00 I.70 -4..10
P~1 12u 4.6130 ¢1.7200 423..5? -'67 -12.90 .00 Il. so -5.40 - e~0 T.. VPPOR- 4// 72
7' {2RT'"0 -6.70.
123 4.61,30 21.9200 403.90 ~s7 -/1.7') .00 1f;.20 -0.20
¢ 129 4.&>130 22.1200 34'4.13 - ( to -2.30 .00 12I `ci -I{1.60
-- -- -13 5.- 1,, O - !l* ~k10 2 11*.P. 0 4 .70 0 ------. 1-70 - -1 ... ,70 ....................................................
131 5.113U 21.5200 312.70 -7.00 .no (l.70 -2.8(0
132 5.113U 21.6200 372.71 -1').'10 .00 Ic.30 -3.70
I .5- 11.--------2-17.:-2-.It. --. -.--.-...60 .10--..17. A---4-.. ....
134 5.1130 21. 200 403.24 -10.70 .no 1-i.O -5.90
135 5.1130 21.9200 377.99 -7.90 .00 t1.70 -7.10
-- I i~VA-44OZZLE-/P8iESSUR-VESS.EL.-dOINT--NOMThIAL-TEMPERATURES AND SENSITTIVITY--FACTO-R*D--.PAF.--4-·
-- NODE...-L-ENGTH 
-RADIUS NOMMINAL--TFMP--- SF-I -.- S F-$--
(IHl) (IN) (OEG-R)
137 7.3313:0 26.1400 321.44 
.00 -. 20 1t .'0 -9.90133 7.4280 26.3630 331.45 
.00 -1.10 '2.10 -9.80
~139 ~7.5190 20.5870--330 
.00-t-;-700-1-2.60-9 i70
14 ) 7.()090 26. 8100 34t.7j 
.0o -2.00 12.0o 
-9.60
_141 7.700) 27 .033n 3942.78 
.00 -2,10 t3.io -9.60
... 1,2- -t...b61t30---21-.4,,U 209.-2 . . 0-- -  
-160 =1,70-
143 5.6130 21.5200 308.48 
-6.90 .00 10.50 -2.60
144 5.6130 21.6200 367.33 
-10.30 .00 14.90 -3.50
CP !'*-145 5.6130-21.7200- 395.59 11.40 0. 
-- 5e, 146 5.6130 21.8200 397.37 
-10.50 .00 17.40 -5.50
147 5.6130 21.9200 372.93 
-7.50 .00 15.20 -6.70
14l9 7. il70 2b.9130 311,b0 
.n0 .00 10.30 -9.10
150 7.9!)90 2ci.1390 321.91 
.n0 -1.00 Il. O -9.00
15-- -  -l - aO 0-0----2b _. 32 1.-70 9.,- o-1.6 0 4 1-70 -9 00
152 a. 1610 26.5910 332.62 




155 6.1130 21.5200 305.9i2 
-6.80 .00 .1030 -2.60
156 6.1130 21.6200 363.70 
-t0.0 .00 }14.70 -3.40
- 157-6 6- 1-1. -- 34I -72 
- 1-1-,--00 
.- -4-. 3 015 6,1130 21.11200 593.60 
-10.43 .00 17.10 -5.40
159 6.1130 21.9200 369.65 
-7.40 ,nO 1R.NO -6.60
6 1 0-----. .1 1.30 22. ia8 - 3t.r. 7.9 --- :-.'- - -1,-- t.. l 0 . ..- g.4 -- -
161 8.36702 2.6530 299.68 .no .20 9.20 ~g.t4o
162 8.48110 25.8820 311.12 
.n1o -. 70 1n.10 -P,30
164 6.7070 2.>,3390 32.'5.03 
.*l0 -1.00 11_10 -8.20






167 6.6130 21.5O00 302.36 
-6.70 .00 10.10 -2.50
168 (>.6130 21. £O 0 ;60. 17 
-10.10 .00 14.50 -3,ll. 0
-----1(,9--b. t,.30-2-1-. 72100- l .3---.----- -- 11-40 ,4 0-.," -70 
-- _ _ -r-170 6.6130 21.tm0o0 390.09 
-10.20 no 16.00 -5.30
171 b.,130 21.902r0 36.(,4 
-7.30 .00 14t.,40 -6.50
173 8.8630 25.4030 2,98.97 
.00 ,1O 8.10 -7.70
174 8.9890 2b.654 0 301.99 
.00 -. 0 9.20 -7.60
..... 17-.-5--.•Jil 50----25.. ~'1;4~.0- 30,q--7 
-- ,a 0- 1-,3-301o 00- -75nO- 
_____** 
-- -.. - --.. -----.. 
·
50
176 9 .2410 26.0970 315.14 .0') -1.70 ll.40 '-7.50
177 9.3670 26.3280 316.49 .00i - 10 10..0 -7.50
-- 178-------'7-, t130-2 I-q-'4-00 a-03,.-3- .10,------00-...1,6ri 
--..-1.60 .-.- 
-............ .!. .. ~........179 7.1130 21.5200 299.30 
-6.70 .00 10.00 -2.50180 7.1130 21.6200 356.65 
-10.00 .00 14.40 -3.30
TEMPERATUPES ANn .SENSTTIvTTY FACTARn *0* PAtr
-.. TEMP ----- E- SF-I SF--3 SF-4
I18) ( lii) (EGR
---...... 181-----7.1130 .21.7200......3n.38 
... - .. 0.- .00 16.90 ... 4.20 . . ..
182 7.1130 21.RA00 306.59 
-10.1i .00 16.60 -5.20
183 7.113( 21.9200 363.62 
-7.30 *no 1'f.aO 
-6.',a
.. :1. .1130..22,3?-- 312,q7 . .... q..--.00 -. 10.60 -8.10 
..185 9.3500 2'5 4I70 279.36 n o :0 7. ' 6.90
186 9.4880 25."400 293.74 
.00 -. !0 F.i0 -6.90
.. 7-------.27---. ..-.. 6.. ..... 
......... 
--... *....
180 9.7650 25.8070 30.b52 
-. I0 -1.70 q.?O -6.90
lt39 9.903U 26.0 lo 310.17 
-. 10 -1.,0 9.go -6.901...---- t ........?3U.....a',-----!.o00 20 V.- 01-20- 
-- 00--' -, gO --- I .60 
- -191 7.,13u 21.5200 296.21 
-6.GO .no q,-q -2.90
7.:130 21. 6,-0 353.u9 
-9.90 .0) 14.'O -3.30
194 7. I3u 21.400 353. fl(6 
-10.((l .00 16.0 -5.10
195 7.130 2 1Pq 2 (}0  360.59 -7.20 a.0 1., .l -6.30
........ 19 ..-7, u131 .. ..2;.-j 1 -310.321,- 
--1.0 ,00- ... O -..- 7.90 .......... 
..197 9.7570 Ž4.R100 271 .5l? 
-. tO .Po0 A.4O0 -6.40
19t 9.-)0U 2;. Ob. l [J I'½ m · 0.3 
-. 10 -.40 7.90 -6.F10 O
.... i99--'-0. U4 3{}- ....asg 9. 01 l tpo ..... 8.¢ ...... ,0 6.................. .....................
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6-7 0 .- 5 0-00 O- -5t3---0 O-r*t_ . '0 0-n---3 i 0 -.60
ol(0 14.5000 23.6930 241.97 .40 .00 3.40 -3.50
61 14.S00OOU 23..9330 2'12. 62 .20 .00 3.00 -3.40
-68~2---t~.000 ~ l-r 7·1--241.-r PO---------0 ·,0 .....- 45 -· 3. 30
6H3 14.5000 24.4430 2311.1i .30 .00O 3.00 -3.10
6f'i 14.50(100 24.5430 236.24 .90 .00 2.00 -3.00
l-- HbS-l 4-v5Q0 u tI-r90{i0 -- i--.&-1 6- 6 -i&- 2i 0-i-t -P. 0f
bbu 14.770 0 25.1030 2.. 1. -.. 10 .IO0 5.00 -4.40
b 1.7 ' 4..q20 25.1030 260.3 0 -. .no00 5.20 -4.40
..-.. ,88...--.14,,9130- 25,1t030--- 60.099- - -. A0 .00..----.5.?0 .-....4 30 -....---------.---- -
Do, 14.7I7u 24.9200 252.99 -.10 .00 I4.50 -3.80
690 14..140 24..9010 254.70 -. 30 .00no 4.60 -3.80
--- b91 1-.8u .....- 4 --3.'0--- ------ - -..3. ...
L92. 14.6660 20.6770 : 180.24 .20 .PO 72..0 -2.20
693 14.660O 21.0461 363.11 -11.20 .00 16.20 -3.o .
..-..b94---14.6h60---1 .41 0-q 414,.15 ---- lI i 5( --- 00-- 19.r90-- -6. i0
695 14.6660 21.7130 414.03 -10.50 .00 1R.nO -7.00
696 14.6660 22.1510 385.47 -8.30 .00 16.'0 -6.70
697-7 14.6060-2-2200 --- ,-32.P 1 4-70---------00--1170--6.00 -----
U93 14.6660 22.6430 305.70 -2.90 .o00 9.40 -5.70
U9 9  14.6660 22.7900 262.69 .20 .00 5.90 -5.30
--700-----14.6660--- 2 2 .8 - fOO-40 --- ---------. 0 0- : , ..0....no . 0 ............
701 14.6660 23.0170 285.50 -2.10 .00o 7.90 -4.70
702 14.bu660 23.1330 460.00 .00 .00 .00 .00
-.-7 03 ~4., 6.. 3.253 0---2. --. _- --·  -.-.2,.00 .--.00 .. 6..R0 -4.1 -.n
704 1LI4.66U .23.4100 4t, I.0 .00 .00 .IO .00
705 1:, .660 23.4800 242.06 .40 .00 3.40 -3.50
. 706- 14.,660 ---23 .6930----- 255.08 .. ... .70 -.. ..;0 .60 -O -3.40
707 14. b66t0 23.9330 2508.76 -1.10 .no 4.90O -3.30
70- 14.6660 24.1670 258.32 *1.20 .n0 4.nO -3.20
709 -.- .14. 6660-.. 24-. 4430 .3-------2...34 ....70 .00 .' 0 -3.10.....-....'.. .................... 
710 14.7770 ;4.66431 252.64 -. 70 .00 4.40 -3.20
711 14.7240 24 .69701 249.06 -.40 ..no i.r0 -3.20
----712.---..-.6-70U --.--24.7500 -244.42 ........--- ...----. 00 ..-. - ..60 -3.20- .
713 14.7130 24.8270 249.68 -.20 .00 4.10 -3.50
714 '14.776U 24.7990 251.50 -. 3() .00 4.30 -3.50
---- 715--- 14.600------ 24I-7700- 251.98- ---------.--. 40-----.00 - -- 4.0 -39 .............. -..
716 14.7700 2U.6200 180.(0 .10 .00 2.40 -2.30
717 14.3360 20.9160 403.26 -15.20 .00 19.70 -3.10
.-- 71 ---- 4 . 9 0 2 . . ..---- . 1 .-2 12 ..... 96I(,. 33 .--...-. ..060 .O-----.00- . - 6 -4r.20 ........ I-. --..-.- ·- - -.2
719 14.9680 21.5080 . 532.1 -21.80 ,no00 29.00no -4.90
720 15.0340 21.8040 531.84 -21.10 .00 P9.70 -5.30
_ _
___I______ · _·__··___C I
-N[-FV-A L~jOZ.-.q~Uf-iRE--VE-S!4--L1-:,J-NT- -- NO'NAL---TEMPERATI.RES AND -SENSTTIvITY.-FACTORS-*n*- PAF 1 ------ 7--
NODE-LEt-t4CTH . R~1T. 0S HO4H-HAi..6-4 . SF=! SP-P-~.. ~F-~-----SF-4,
(IN) (I ) I -R)
--- 72·1 -1-5 ·rtt) 0 -- 22'-·-l·UO(S-W6 0?0-lP-51000 S03.c-s 18.60' --. 'fi-rd6. ~05. BO
722 15.2200 22.2800 479.03 -16.50 .00 24.n0o -5.r40
723 15.1600 22.5100 I 29.6I -12.80 .0O 19.80 -5.50
- 7 2q- 5- 0030-22 g-54 00--22,50~ It : 3qO1 " -i-70 .00 6i }4 00 ..50
725 15.0030 22.6530 3368.0 -5.0 O00 12;20 -5.60
726 15.0030 22.7900 270.94 -. 10 .N0o 6.30 -5.70
-.-- 2-77 ---- 1-0 0 430-. l ' ' --- 4SO, .-00 .0.(f-- T0 0- 00-
720 15.0030 23.0170 283.75 -1.90 .00 7.30 -4.80
729 15.0030 23.1330 460.00 .nO .,no0 .no ,o00
-730--15 , O030--2325307-------74-.57-- 1---A-G 00
731 15.01030 23.4100 460.00 ,O .00 nO  .00
732 15.0030 23.4800( 241.98 .30 .no 3.40 -3.50
-- -733-- ,?.---1 5003--3r617 ifrL 1 .90 .0-.7.. . ... .- __-70_ _ .... _.4
734 15.0030 23.7230 262.56 -1.40 .0o 5.30 -3.30
735 15.0430 23.9330 270.86 -2.20 .no 6.00 -3.20
- 736----.-1G. 030 2P4-. 1G7-0 2--~74)~-62 -2 ,;C ,90- -~6.-00-- ·- ·------- ·-3,20--- -
737 15.,043U 24.381 30 ?6'.S1 -2.tO .00 5.n0 -3.10
738 14.8700 t i.567O 1'1.86 .10 .00 2.,0 -2.40
---. 737---1 ·550 0.77t t9, 57- -- --1 *70 0-- IA- --- 0---2* --- - -...-60 ------ -
740 b15.0400q 20.9800 499.42 -22.10 .00 27.10 -3.10
741 15.1250 21.1870 580.54 -26.00 .nO 32.no -3.70
7 2---=/.2...5.2J 100 24-h.39~0 F:P 9.2 Q~......2·27 . qO .q--- -- 33. O0- --.. 10o
743 15.2950 21.6U)O !93.60 -27.10 .no 31.00o -4.40
-744 15.3800 ai.#070 579.24 -45.50 .00 3..70 -4.70
-7'1 5---- 'J ---.l1..0'774-U 22. -5730 .46a.00 . .. ...--.-----. no . .0-.-.;00
74G6. lb.0770 22.6530 460.00 .00 .no .00 . .00
747 15,0770 22. 8600 460.00 .00no .00 .o .00
7.i4-4--- 1.070 .. 03. -6 .O--- ----.4 n .... --.00n-n-* -
749 15.0770 23.4100 40.00O .00 .0 .00 .00
750 15.0770 23.6170 460.00 .(O .00 .00no .00
- 51 15.077 ----0.0001 =.-. -I_{ .- N N-- ..-.. . .0
752 15.1130 20.4070 182.88 .10 .no 2...70 -2.60
753 15.2020 20.545U0 370.76 -14.10 .N0o 17.70 -2.20
-7 l--15-. 291· )--P 0-,2---- : .06  ?.I--,t '02----O0--60--- .. . .. 2.t40 --.--. ·.... . .............. '- . . . ......... ....
755 15.3000 20.8200 556.33 -27.20 .no 32.30 -2.60
756 1 5.4690 20.95PO t)O01.59 -30.20 .00 35.70 -2.80
----757 ..... 15.5580---21.090 - 62._ ....-- ....-- 31.50------..00----37.30 -3.On
758 15.6470 21.2330 650.77 -31.50 .00 37.70 -3.20
759 15.2470 22. 5730 460.(J0 .no00 .00 .no00 .no00
760 15.2474 22..6530 460.00 .0 . .---.. 0.----.- ..... 00 .o .....-- ... ------. . -. --.
761 15.2,70 22.8600 40.00 .0 .no .no00 .00
-762 15.2,470 23.1330 460.00 .00 .00 .00 ,00
--:763~1 b,, 2u,.70~ 2.q10 ';fO.0~~0 -. ... ,0......0........--., - .. _. no...........
764 15,2470 23.6170 460.00 .00 .00 .no ,00
765 15.2470 23.7000 460.00 .n0 'no 00 .00
A - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I -.---( IRV-44lOZlE/PESSUIi--tVES'rL JOI-IT-J--- III({IATM.L '1ATYPEATJPES ANYD SENSSTTIIJTYY FACTnR *n* .-PAPF IA -I
IIODE LLNG4Tt -A---t44U-----'014'4AL--TFMP --... F-- SF- ---F-----SF-3 SF- --- -
.1N) ... 14) - .F--R) 
l..Ls ..
IK7
--- 7e- .3A)-?----= ('y.  47 -/;-1 *l) --- -f-.3n( - -p-6 --- -
767 l15.4h40 20 .3-50 3553.8R'-l  -13,20 .no 1'6.70 -2.2(1
--
770 lb. 700 is .n60 5,tlQ.? +ll -29.60 ,rtn 3.6n -?.30n
771 1 5. 7 9t0 2'0 .75C 0 (.77 t 40 nF -23.5 .00 5. .3,9n
-- 772-1¶,. A70u--- -1.A7--- -7fl ' ,(-----2.f ------. nn -- 7, -5 -* . t- --
77. TE 30 5 .- 0 .'-77
0  460. 00 .0( - .0n . .(O
774i 15.430U 22 . 70 4,, 70. .. .. .no .on
--- 7--1, 41 3it(- 2,?; i.f.60---------460 -- -. nO- -. 0t) ----.- no -- .nn -- - -
776 15.4030 5.t330 '460.u .0n 
.nnon ..
777 15.4t3U 232.2100 461.nn .nn 
.0o .no .n
----- 7 7 ---- b..4*0 U --- 2-.50i------ b0 --- --- ---- - .----. f(-----.no - .00
779 15.4030 - -583r .346n..n .n .no ... .n .n
7n0 15.64430 20 .01(0 185.38 .no .00n ,?0 -3.n00
---- 7 6 f1-.-7-- -. { -.t 09 ----- 7-15----- --- - -1? -1 ---- f-- -- 15.7 - -2.30
782 15.6ls o I .717;5i 1 .J4 - 19.30 .0(. ?.3.. -?... t
7f3 lb.5 1 9 3(0 J 2I'. Ci 5 5. 9i8 -? * #I ..o)n .n 7n -2.nO
-----.-747----- 1597U----U337J)-- - -- - -27.0- -- - .O ------52. 60 -?.00
785 16.OS'0t t 0.41(0O 50RO.61 -29.00 .n0 31t.70 -2.00
-7n6 16.1370 20.50(n1 590.19 -30.60 .no 35.30 -2.n00
7. 7 601 n ,n-- n ---- .00 0
7o3 1I .7ti000 2;.7 7t70 46(i .0(1 . .0n .0 ( .no
7b9 15. 7.(i0 A. 860( n ' 60n.0 n ' .l0 .no nn .on00
.79) r1 -5.7t,,O ---- s3.-1-350 t41, .(o------------- .n -------,n ----- .n ,nn
701 15.7int0 23. 10n 0 1160.n .n0 . 0n o .o non
792 15.73800 -3.- 5010( 4L6C,. 1 .nn . o .no .0o
-7 9;. -. 1'i 
I 
.......2 ...... .




79'! 1t. onoU I9. 68(0 104.96 .no .oo 3. 3 -.nn00
7'95 16.0770 1 7'!j.7s0 .327..lo -11.6 .n0 -2.0
7-- -- 9 .-; 1A_. I -9.8Z O-4tttt rnJ' .4 ---7 1Ai nO--?.70 --- -2,10
797 lu.2310 19.90tJ / 49'2. -13.'0 00,on 27.80 -1.90
793 l16.309U l19.9650 t 53'.14) -26.90 ,00 1t.70 -1.90
79 --- 1 - 2--------- - no -------- 3. -1 .0
U(t0 lt.463u 21;. 137U h7/. 25 -Q.71l .00nn l.o0 -1. cn
b0L lb.37 t,7 19. 33:i 14.5 tOo . ,no ,'140 -3.10
-1. 4- 10----14. 4 07 :----.--?3.74 - --------. ..-----. 0- 15. no - -2.40
803 16.5160 19.4810 411.30 -18.10 .00 22.30 -2.10
'6O'+ lb.5900 19.555l 486.03 -23.10 .00 27,30 -2.00
-bS605--6 ---16 -1.4 0 l9w290-- 31 1-870------6 --- s00---31.10-- -1.90
806 16.73950 19.703O 551-96 -20.50 .n0 33. 0 -1.90
607 16.0130 19.7770 567.96 -29.30 .no 33.1n -1.00
ts U---O 16.7370 -- 1.91300---183.49-------- - .no- ----- o- 0 -3.50 -3.10
.. 9 16.u090 19.0550 317.26 -10.90 .00 14.70 -2.'40
b10 1618FOU 1'9.1280 408.08 -17.40 .no 1.30 -2.10
- Se ----td X' ... & .-f ----- L ......- -----..................-
cA-C. ... F Dr...
'7- i)L+ /:' T1
LiI
/6
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--- NERVA-NOZZLE/PH-E:SSJRE-VESSFL--JOIT . .---- -- NOMIFNAL TEMPERATURES AND SENSITIVTTY- FACToR.S--*D* -. PACF 19 --.- ' -
- NODE --. LEN6TI4--.R ADIUS----L-JO f41INAL-* -TE P SF-- F- SF- -- ------------------------ ------ --- -
(IIJ) (-IN) (DEG-RF)
6-1l 1 9b.520- 19,O -200 q4-73.-30- 220,40-- ---. n----26,20-- -- 2,00-
812 17.0240 19.2720 517.33 -25.40 .00 2q.nO -1,90
513 - 17.0950 19.3450 543.19 -27.90 .00 32.no -1.90
tl--17 .- 1o70-----19-417 ·. !j51 H6 .820----.no00--- .2,70 .--1..90 ... ......... _ .
815 17.oe3u 18.65o00 101.94 .no .00 3.50 -3.10
U16 17.151W0 18.71100 307.91 -10.30 .no 14.no -2,50
]7 17-.2240 1--,-770; . 9448 - .4 0- 0.- nO 20 --.---- .--...------------------------ -
o18 17.2950 18.8550 ~456.57 -21.30 .00 25.P0 -2.00
819 17.3660 18.9230 49N.86 -24.20 .00 2R.40 -2.00
- 820-17.: 643l -i-. - 9920 -523.5-26-.-90 ,0 0--0---. O0- -1.90
b21 17.5070 19.06(00 531.83 -26,70 .nO 310.0 -1.90
822 .17. 4500 183. 3u30 1R0.43 .n0 .n00 3.s -3.10n
-t24-3 1-7-.-141u--8-. 8-r3-1-0 301-.63 -9.-90 . 00--) 3 * 50 n .------.. ·0-----2.
8214 17.58,60 18.'i390 311' .97 -15.RO .0o 19.60 -2.10
U25 17.6540 18.5070 44/4. 18 -20.50 .00 24.50 -2.00
-1t26 l 7-.-72 10--- 18 n5740 8.H -a.ar . .-- .0-- 0 ---- ---------- ----- ------
827 17.7890 10.6420 507.57 -24.90 .no 2q.30 -1.90
t23 17.11570 1.7100 515.-12 -25.50 .00 30n00 -1.90
.29 .7-.8101u -17.-9570- 1-78.60 .no ,no--3.40---. -...3.10-
630 17.U750 1l.0230 292.42 -9.30 no00 13.00 -2,50
831 17.9410 18.0880 371.69 -15.00 .00 ].60 -2.10-
155 Ill. 0101 4 '.-1- -- 1940 .00- -- Pt -2.00
833 18.072U 111.2190 466.58 -22.30 .nO 26.20 -2.00
834 Ii.1330 1li.24 0 48P,9.11 -23.80 .no 27.R0 -1.90
-I35 1l8. 2030. 13.35,00 9f-i. 2 6 .. 62 -?L4. ;t .NO---2a. o -1. - -- ..-..
836 18.1700 17.6170 176.92 .00 .00 3.40 -3.10
137 18.23140 17.6810 286.27 -9.00 .no 12.50 -2.50
8343I 1 .29U I7.-4-50 3n2.56 -1 0 - -.10_ -2,10
839 18.3620 17.8U90 416.19 -1.950 .00 22.50 -2.00
840 1i.4250 17*8720 1452., 2 -21.40 .no 25.30 -2.00
.41 18.40 172.9360 47.26 -22.90 O 26.80..-1 ..90....
042 18.5531) 18.0600 481.39 -23.410 .no 27.40 -1.90
li3 18.5300 17.2730 174.92 .00 .00 3.'0 -3.00
U44-1d.5910- -----1. 36 - .- 0.-5- - 8.60 ---- n 00-- 420-2 .40
845 18.6520 17.3990 352.24 -14.10 .00 17.t40 -2.20
846 18.714U 17.4610 403.23 -17.60 .00 21.50 -2.00
17---1U.7750 17-- 52 41-- --- 38a.55 -20 .40 . o00--...4. -..---. 1.90- . ....
843 18.8360 17.5870 459.09 -21.90 .00 25.90 -1.90
849 18.8970 17.6500 465.98 -22.40 .00 26.40 -1.90.
U .970---16.90 8 171, 4- .-0 . --- 3.10 --. -2.80 .--- -2.. .....
851 18.956U o1.9700 270.314 -R.20 .00 11.60 -2.30
852 19.0150 17.0330 338.10 -13.30 .00 16.80 -2.10
U5S- - 9.0-730--1- 7-095(l 386.-99 --.. 6 --- -- 2 0. 10-- - --1.90
854 19.1320 17.1580 419.71 -19.20 .00 22.90 -1.90
855 19.1910 17.2200 439.83 -20.80 .00 24.50 -1.90
_ - -
_ 
i ______ ______ _
------ '------------- ------------------ · -- ··- ------- -- --- ·----- · -- ·- ·
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:5-1 .·O-1...........9-.--.-...--...- ..-.........--.... . -............857 19.5620 16.2400 169.21 .0o .00 3.20 -2.90
858 19.6820 16.3470 3214.,46 
-12.40 .00 154.0 -2.20
859 19.8820 2 16,4i5-30 ....400. 55 =17-.60--,no-- 2 140 ...... 1.90 
... ; ...... ....... ....060 19,9220 16.5tg'O 423.92 -)9.'0 .00 23.40 -1.90
861 21.0270 14.7900 163.06 .00 .00 2o90 -2.70
-- 1ju62-- 21 .1400--14 .900o0- ---311. 6 9 --. .----- 1 O---, 00---- 1 . 50 -2.00 -.....-----. ..... -... ...... ._ _ ..... ..  ..863 21.2540 15.0100 385.68 
-16.90 0no 20.40 
-1.70864 21.3670 15.1200 408.60 
-1S0.60 ,00 22.4I0 -1.70
-- /65--22, 4920~--13o4 35407. ;i55, 2- j n -- 4, .O- .-60---- -2.30866 22.5940 13.4510 279.14 
-10.00 ,00 12,80 -1,70
867 22.6950 13.5470 341.34 
-14.60 .00 17,40 -1.60
--- 868 --- 22.7970 ---..13,6440----3603--------83 
.--- 7-1590 ------ 0 ... 0 j) ..1... .. . - ..- 
- --...869 23.947J 11.9070 147.63 ,00 .0o 2.20 -2.00870 24.0400 12.0000 259.91 
-9.10 .00 11.0 -1.40
.- ,-871 24.1340.12.t}940 . 3 --7. 4 2  1-3 .40- ·00---15 6 Q0-,--t.3o-- - ------ -- ---.--1
072 24.2270 12.1870 335.26 
-14.,60 ,00 17.10 -1,30873 25.3910 10.4520 . 139.74 .00 .00 1.0 -1.60
-274--2-5,4780-4 0.. 590- 240-.47 -8,20-- -00---10,30 
--..-1.20 ------ . ---- ---
875 25.5640 10.6250 291.04 
-12.00 .00 14.30 -1.10876 25.6510 10.7120 307.30 
-13,20 ,00 15.60 -1,10
6-7-7-26.8420 8--990 5 )1-219,52 P -0 .. -10. '-~ -1-, 10 I.878 26.9190 9.0830 .. 221.34 -7.20 no 8.80 -. 70F79 26.9950 9.1680 267.47 
-10.70 ,00 12.50 -. 70ii-- tO 27.r.720  .2-530 2 -F2.20 ----- tt-14-7 0 n0-.-: 1 3,a60 ---.. 70-681 28.7620 7.0800 118.21 .00 ,00 .60 -.50
852 2t,.8350 7.15b00 192.99 
-6.00 .00 7,0O -. 40
----1.~t3 .·.....-19090 -- 7.-2201. 230,-7-7 -810 ... 0--10.00 - ---. 40
t684 28.9820 7.2900 242.61 
-9.70 no.0 10.0) -.30
685 29.9070 6.2700 111.05 .00 .00 .40 -. 30
------ t\-6-30. 0250 6.-370 .. 1----- -.. 63-- 66, -,0-----6. -. 06 .- ---6 --- 
-....... .2 
-ti87 30.0640 6.4630 227.20 
-9.00 .00 In.no -.20
888 3U01020 6.5600 239.59 
-9.90 .00 11.00 -,20
--- 899--1-6..35 ,1 . 9. .- 0 - 0------ 4 0--- , 30 
_890 31.3550 6.0840 187.49 '6.10 .00 6.0 -. 20891 31.3550 6,1880 226.25 
-9.00 .00 10.00 
-,20
-- 6892-31-. 3550- 6.-2---23 8.59 
-9T O ..f{O--f t-1-,- 00-- 20---
DATA CARDS IGNORED - FIRST IS LISTED BELOW'
- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ \ 'C ~.~~ -- l t I~~~"M "r C·~  - - - -.-. -. .- ---- --  - ---- ____ ____ ___ - ---- . .- - -- ---. --- --.. ----. - _ _____ . - - - - - - - . . - - - - .. - -.-. -- 
- - - . - l -- - . .. . . .. . . .
E. METHODS OF CALCULATION
A finite element stress analysis (Reference (b)) was conducted
to determine maximum expected stress levels in the 2.0 inch Armco 22-13-5 nozzle
flange, using maximum loading conditions. Stress variability was taken from an
analysis conducted in February 1971, (Reference (g)), using maximum and nominal
stress.was assumed to be 3 sigma, therefore, stress variability Ds was 1/3 the
difference between maximum and nominal stress. The maximum stress was reduced
by 3 sigma to obtain a mean value for reliability calculation. This method can
only provide a preliminary estimate of reliability. More accurate methods have
been developed which use the finite element program and propagation of variance
techniques to assess the variability of each parameter that affects stress. The
techniques are described in Reports N8200 R72-006 and 007. These documents will
be included in the Reliability Department Data Package. No actual calculations
were made with the new technique due to contract cancellation. '
All calculations in this analysis used a sample size of 20 and
a confidence level of 90%. The sample size is an estimate based on previous
materials test data. The actual sample size for the Armco test data will be
between 15 and 24, depending on how much data can be combined. A larger sample
size would produce higher reliability values. The confidence level of 90%
was used as specified in SNPO-C-1 Appendix V. Any reduction in confidence
level would also increase the calculated reliability.
The thermal analysis used for this report was a sensitivity analysis
in which mean temperatures were used to establish the material yield strength.
The standard deviation for temperature, calculated by the thermal analysis was
used to determine a variation in yield strength due to temperature variations.




This analysis is based on materials data derived from a preliminary
screening test program of very limited scope. The Armco 22-13-5 forgings
have been fabricated for a complete test program. It is recommended that
this program be completed, and Class A data be made available before any
design changes are made.
It is also recommended that the stress be computed using the finite
element program described in Report N8200:R72-007 dtd 20 April 1971. This
program will provide updated stress standard deviations (Ds) at all locations.
. . . .
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Summary Continued
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.-,. threads are not cleaned properly the load may be too low or
biniing may occur..
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FIGURE 2 - ISOTHIERMS FOR THE PltESSURE VESSEL/NOZZLE JOINT 1138000-D
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I. INTRODUCTION
The NERVA nozzle performs two primary functions in the nuclear engine
system. It must first contain and direct cool hydrogen from the inlet at the
aft end (Figure 1) through coolant channels to the pressure vessel plenum.
Secondly, it must contain and direct high temperature (4250°F) hydrogen expelled
from the reactor core. This high temperature gas is accelerated as it passes
through the nozzle throat until it reaches maximum velocity at the end of the
nozzle extension. It is this high velocity gas that provides engine thrust.
A preliminary analysis was conducted to evaluate the coolant channel
design as shown in the nozzle layout drawing P/N 1138000A, Reference (a). The
first step in the analysis was to write a failure mode analysis which describes
each potential failure mechanism in the nozzle assembly. The FMA also shows what
independent variables affect the structural integrity of the failure mechanism.
This FMA was transmitted to the SNSO-C by memorandum 7750:M1084, dated 30 September
1970 (Reference (b)).
The purpose of this report is to describe the results of the analysis
conducted on Section VII of the FMA, This section describes the cold hydrogen
containment section of thenozzle. All failure mechanisms combine to make one mode
of failure called "Failure to Deliver the Required Amount of Propellant to
Reflector Inlet." Seventeen failure mechanisms were described under this mode. Of
these, 15 were calculated prior to contract termination. The remaining two
mechanisms described joint leakage, and were in progress but incomplete. These two
mechanisms (FMA VII L and P) will not be included in this report.
The reliability values shown in this report represent the state of develop-
ment at time of the analysis was conducted, and should not be considered final.
Most of the work was done in 1971, and in some cases additional thermal analysis
was conducted at later dates and not included in the calculations. In addition,
techniques were developed later which allowed temperature to be included as an
independent variable. This was not done for the data included in this report,
however, E25107 (Coolant Channel Temperature and Pressure Analysis Program)
computer runs will be included in the data package backup.
The nozzle configuration described in this report is P/N 1138000A. Later
modifications to this drawing changed the flange area but had no affect on the
- 1 - March 1972
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calculations in the report. Armco 22-13-5 (Reference (c)) material was used for
the jacket shell and manifolds. CRES 347 (Reference (d)) material was used for the
coolant channels. The Armco 22-13-5 materials data was based on a very limited
test program intended to provide preliminary information on the material. The
materials data did not provide a statistical distribution; therefore, the standard
deviation of yield strength was assumed to be 6.6% of the mean value. The CRES 347
materials data used for the analysis was Category A or B data which had sufficient
test to provide statistical distributions.
The method of determining reliability is shown in NRP-411 (Reference (d)).
This document describes how to find the stress distribution using the independent
stress variables, and how to determine reliability once the stress and strength
means and distributions are known.
The methods of analysis used for these calculations are based primarily
on the propagation of various techniques and Monte Carlo techniques described in
NRP-411. These techniques are used to find the statistical distribution about the
mean stress value. The strength distribution is determined from materials test
data, and combined with the stress distribution to find the reliability value. For
this analysis, reliability is based on a material sample size of 20, and a 90%
confidence level.
II. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The failure mode analysis which was written to identify the potential
failure points in the NERVA nozzle contains six failure modes. The failure mode
identified as "Failure to Deliver the Required Amount of Propellant to Reflector
Inlet" is discussed in the report. This mode was broken down into 17 mechanisms,
14 of which are discussed in this report. Two mechanisms which described joint
leakage were not completed.
The preliminary results of the analysis are summarized below, along with
the allocated reliability of each mechanism. The allocation was arrived at by
starting with the total nozzle reliability for each category of failure shown in
Nozzle Specification EC 90196C, Pg. 49, Table VIII. This allocation was then
broken into mechanism allocations for each category of failure using the formula:
(1) CRES 347 material data reflect population sample ranging from 18 to 25.
(2) ARMCO 22-13-5 test plan (not executed due to termination) was structured




FAILURE MECHANISM ALLOCATION = 1 - (1 - Total Component Allocation per CategoryFAILURE MECHANISM ALLOCATION 1 ( Number of Failure Mechanism per Category )
This formula is shown in NRP-411, page
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End Cap Braze (to Jacket)
End Cap Weld (to Jacket)
Bolt Seal Leak


























It can be concluded that the coolant passage design is reliable and will
perform within the specified limits without structural failure. This conclusion
applies only to normal*operating conditions with a gas temperature of 4250°R.
Calculations at other operating conditions have not been completed. The calcula-
tions use a 90% confidence level with an assumed sample size of 20 for stress and
materials combined.
These reliability values are the result of a preliminary evaluation
conducted to locate problem areas that may require redesign. To determine the
final absolute reliability value of the nozzle, additional analysis must be
conducted using stress and temperature values calculated by computer techniques.
Some failure mechanisms show extremely high reliability, and a weight reduction
may be possible.
These calculations are unchecked, therefore, the possibility of arithmetic
error exists.
III. TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
Technical discussion will be written at a later date as time permits.
Normal operating mode, End of Life, tends to induce more thermal severity as
compared with normal start, shutdown, throttling, or Start of Life modes.
- 4 - March 1972
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IV. RECOMMENDATIONS
The joint leakage mechanisms which describe leakage at the nozzle/P.V.
seal, and at the bolt head seal should be calculated. Initial effort on these
mechanisms used the theory of Paul Bower at IIT Research Institute. When this
effort is completed, an overall preliminary reliability value for this failure
mode can be calculated.
Additional analysis should be conducted using the finite element program
to determine stress mean values and stress distributions. Thermal analysis
should also be conducted to determine temperature means and distribution. The
results of this work should then be used to calculate an updated reliability
value for this mode.
- 5 - March 1972
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(a) ANSC Drawing 1138000B, Nozzle Layout
(b) ANSC Memo 7750:M1084, L. A. Shurley to G. F. Mader/J. H.
Ramsthaler, dated 30 September 1970, Subj: "Project 141 Work
Statement Item No. 20, Nozzle and Nozzle Assembly FMA"
(c) ANSC Memo N4350:MM70-448, H. W. Spaletta to J. L. Watkins,
dated 22 December 1970, Subj: "Armco 22-13-5 Alloy Preliminary
Screening Results"
(d) ANSC Data Release Memo 02.05, Revision 0, dated 12/17/70
AISI 347 Sheet
(e) ANSC Nerva Program Procedure, Number:R101-NRP-411, Revision A,
dated 4 January 1971, Subj: "Techniques for Assessing
Component Reliability During Preliminary Design"
(f) ANSC Memorandum N8200:M3041, J. H. Ramsthaler to A. D. Cornell,
dated 4 August 1971, Subj: "NERVA Engine Reliability Allocations"
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FAILURE MODE VII CALCULATIONS










J End Cap Braze
K End Cap Weld
L Bolt Seal Leak
M Jacket Rupture
N Tube Braze Joints
O Inlet Manifold Weld
P Nozzle/P.V. Seal Leak
Q Bolt Coolant Manifold Weld
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FMA VII SECTION G NOZZLE TUBE LOW CYCLE THERMAL FATIGUE
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A comprehensive thermal fatigue test program has been conducted on
CRES 347 material at NERVA operating conditions. Results of the program show
the low cycle fatigue reliability is .988, exceeding the allocation of .970.
The test program and subsequent statistical analysis also shows no degradation
in cyclic life due to the effects of 10 minute engine operations on each cycle.
Results of the test program are shown in Figure 1, 2, and 3.
It is concluded that low cycle fatigue reliability is within the
specified limits, and no additional testing is required to prove the acceptability
of the tube design with respect to the fatigue failure mechanism.
TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
The NERVA nozzle utilizes CRES 347 U tubes brazed into an ARMCO 22-13-5
outside shell or jacket. The U tubes conduct low temperature hydrogen from
the inlet at the lower end of the nozzle to the upper end where it is discharged
into the pressure vessel plenum. The hydrogen bulk temperature averages ap-
proximately -360°F as it passes through the nozzle. As a result, the nozzle
jacket operates at a low temperature while the tube crowns, which are exposed
to 4250°R gas, operate near 1500°F, Reference a. This thermal gradient develops
a strain on the tubes as they try to expand while being restricted by the jacket.
The amount of strain varies according to the test conditions, however the most
severe strain is 1.96% at the outside surface of the tubes crown under normal
operating conditions. (Max flux point with Tg = 4250°R). The corresponding tube
wall temperature at that point is 1484°F. The strain calculations are discussed
in Reference b.
I
It was recognized early in the program that thermal fatigue was a
problem that would require further evaluation. This was especially apparent
when the number of engine operating cycles was increased to 60.
A preliminary reliability calculation was conducted to determine extent
of the problem. The calculations were based on research work by S. S. Manson
of Lewis Research Center (Reference c). The method used was based on actual
test data but without the creep effect damage caused by hold time. To account
for the effect of 10 minute engine operation on each cycle, the cyclic life was
reduced by 80% as recommended in Reference c. This produced a reliability value
of 0.76, while the allocated value is .97. The low reliability value was caused
primarily by the reduction in cyclic life to account for hold time.
The problem of thermal fatigue appeared to be significant, and to
provide actual data on CRES 347 material, and to evaluate the effect of hold
time a test program was undertaken. The tests were conducted at Battelle Memorial
Institute in Columbus, Ohio, and are described in Reference d and Reference e.
A total of 172 tests were conducted at temperatures of 1000°F, 1400°F, and 1600°F
with no hold time, and at strain values of between 1.5 and 5%. An additional
14 specimens were tested at 1400°F and 1600°F with a 10 minute hold time at the
test temperature. The tests utilized CRES 347 bar stock that had been subjected
to simulated NERVA braze cycles. The specimens were then tested in a hydrogen
environment to simulate actual NERVA engine operating conditions.
The data from the tests was reduced by a regression analysis to provide
mean values of cyclic life and standard deviations for a reliability analysis.
The statistical analysis results were used to conduct new reliability
calculations for thermal fatigue. The calculations indicated that the reliability
of the NERVA nozzle tubes for 60 cycles of operation is .988; this exceeds the
allocation of .970. In addition, statistical analysis of the test data indicates
there is no degradation in cyclic life due to the 10 minute hold time. Therefore
it can be assumed that the overall thermal fatigue reliability is .988 and thermal
fatigue thus becomes a very remote probability for 60 cycles of engine operation.
ve-r-0j a orrWe
SecreAJ C Ce6Jrrvwu eb
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FROM rTFF: 20 'VALUES NFARF ST
0.341218E+05 0.3z13680F+05
0. 377692F:+05 0. 377752E+05
0.363368E+05 0.3857'/OFE+05
0. 392026E+05 0.3981814F+05
SUCCESSES/POPULATION ...... R=1 .0000000000




O . 388562 ++05 0.389352F+05 0. 390439F+
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P=X( 1 ); ''=X(2 ); V=Y(3 );T=X(4 );STRGTC-rH =X( 5)
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DO YOU WANT MORE MONTE CARLO TRIALS? NO














































































PROGRAM STOP AT 496
9.70 UNITS
BYE
0010.02 CRU 0000.27 TCH 0004.22 KC







MONTE 13:15 L 06/29/71
pare - 9
MONFE CARLO) & SENSITrIVIrY ANALYSIS PROGRAM
IS THIS A MONTE CARLO OR SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS?
(ANSWER 'MONTE' OR 'SENS')?MONTE
DO YOU W.ANT TO USE STORED
(ANSp!ER 'YE:S' OR 'NO')?NO
DATA FriOM YOUR DAtA-FILE?
NO. OF MONTE CARLO TRIALS & STARTING ODD INTEGER? 100 1297
NO. OF INPUT VARIABLES? 6
NO.· TYPE?, A?, B?, C?
1? 2 1384 18 0
2? 2 .372 .0003 0
3? 2 .744 .0006 0
4? 2 .1 .01 0
5? 2 .106 -006 0
6? 2 6E4 4300 0
N)- )lF CUl"ULATIVE PROBABILITY TABLES? 0
NO. OF OUTPUT VARIABLES & NO. OF VALUES TO BE RANKED? 2 20
`*' - ANS 'YES' OR 'NO'
'?' - ANS WITH APPROPIATE VALUE OR NAME
NO. NAME?, REL*, HISTO4 , NO. INTERVALS?,
I? STRS NO YES 5 NO 0 NO 0
2? DIFF YES NO 0 NO 0 NO 0
DO YOU WISH TO STORE YOUR INPUT DATA? YES
FILE NAME, PLEASE? ACK
---------- RESULTS FOR
LWR*, VALUE?, UPR*, VALUE?
















DO YOU WANT MORE MONTE CARLO TRIALS? YES
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MONTE CARLO & SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS PROGRAM
IS. THIS A MONTE CARLO OR SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS?
(ANSWER 'MONTE' OR 'SENS')?SENS
DO YOU WANT TO USE STORED DATA FROM YOUR DATA FILE?
(ANSWER 'YES' OR 'NO')? NO








INCREMENTS?, NOMINAL?, LOW?, HIGH?
1384 18 0
.372 .0003 0




NO. OF OUTPUT VARIABLES TO BE ANALYZED? 1
WHICH VARIABLES?; NO.?, NAME?
? 1 Y1










SEN S I T I V I
TABLE OF RESULTS OF SENSITIVITY ANALYSES
(INPUT VARIABLE NO. 1, ' P '
°Y DY
+04 1 YI 0.21121E+05
+04 I Y1 0.21407E+05 0 .28584E+03 0.
.+04 1 Y1 0.21692E+05 0.2858Z4E+03 0.
~+04 1 Y1 0.21978E+05 0.28584E+03 0.-






































0.37110E+00 I YI 0.22056E+05
O.37140E+00 I Y1 0.22030E+05
O.37170E+00 1 Yl 0.22004E+05
0.37200E+00 1 Y1 0.21978E+05
0.37230E+00 I Yl 0.21952E+05
O.37260E+00 I Yl1 0.21926E+05
































-0 1 560 7E+03











































O.70000E-O 1 I Y1 0.31397E+05
0.80000E-01 I Y1 0.27473E+05
0.90000E-O 1 I Y1 0.24420E+05
O. 10000E+00 1 Y1 0.21978E+05
O. O11000E+00 1 Y1 0.19980E+05
O.12000E+00 1 Y1 0.18315E+05
0.13000E+00 1 Y1 0.16906E+05
OVERALL
SENSITIVITY I Y1





-0 * 1 9980E+04
-0.16650E+04
-0 14089E+04


















0.88000E-O01 I1 Y 0.23019E+05
0.94000E-01 I Y1 0.22661E+05
O.10000E+00 I Y1 0.22314E+05
O.10600E+OO 1 Y1 0.21978E+05
O.11200E+00 1 Y1 0.21652E+05
0.11800E+00 1 Y1 0.21335E+05




0.47100E+05 1 Y1 0.21978E+05
O.51400E+05 I Y1 0.21978E+05
0.55700E+05 1 Y1 0.21978E+05
0.60000E+05 1 Y1 0.21978E+05
O.64300E+05 1 Y1 0.21978E+05
0.68600E+05 1 YI 0.21978E+05
0.72900E+05 1 Y1 0.21978E+05
OVERALL
SENSITIVITY I Y1I









-0 . 991 2E+04








.- - - - - - - - - - -
O.*


































6 MOST SIGNIFICANT INDEPENDENT VARIABLES RANKFDIN
ORDER OF DECREASING MAGNITUDE OF [(DY/DX)SX]**2
RESULTS FOR OUTPUT VARIABLE Y1
INDEPENDENT DY DY/DX £(DY/DX)SX]2
VAR NO., NAME
~,r,~ qI z T -0.14491E+05 -0.24152E+06 0.58331F+07
Acq /C' ' 5 H -0.19912E+04 -0 .55311 E+05 O.1l(lO 1E+06
1 P 0.17151E+04 0.15880E+02 0.81707E+05
2 R -0. 15607E+03 -0. 86706E+05 0. 67661 E+03
3 B -0. 13466E+03 -0.37405E+05 0. 50370F.+03
6 RGI'H 0. 0. 0.
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FUNCTION F(X,Y)
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I .2610000E+03
2. 9000000E-01
.8.3000000E-01
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I .2500000E+05
5 NO 0.
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0 NO 0.
0 NO 0.
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